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In the last decade, the world of helicopter testing 
has been significantly changed by the research involved in 
creating the latest military design specification named 
Army Design Specification 33, or ADS-33.  ADS-33 has moved 
away from the use of traditional time-based methods of 
examining a helicopter’s response to control inputs to a 
method of comparing a helicopter’s response to the 
frequency of control input. ADS-33 also incorporates 
stylized but repeatable Mission Task Elements as a 
replacement for general mission-representative maneuvers.  
The research community has embraced this new theory and 
many test and research programs make use of ADS-33 
methodology.   
 As the sole government organization that teaches 
helicopter flight test techniques, the United States Naval 
Test Pilot School (USNTPS) in Patuxent River, Maryland 
teaches material that is used in planning and executing 
helicopter flight tests around the world.  While the 
helicopter curriculum has evolved to provide an 
introduction to ADS-33 and the theory behind it in a 
classroom setting, there was no practical application of 
the methodology.  The lack of hands-on experience with ADS-
33 techniques put graduates at a disadvantage when working 
on new helicopter programs. A modification to the 
helicopter syllabus was developed that incorporated 
practical experience with ADS-33 style testing into the 
USNTPS helicopter syllabus.  Budget and facility 
constraints mandated low cost and minimal impact to current 
operations at Patuxent River and required compromises in 
syllabus development.  A combination of low-cost simulator 
trials and aircraft flights was found to provide 
significant hands-on experience with ADS-33, with minimum 
impact to Test Pilot School operations.  The syllabus 
revision improved student’s understanding of ADS-33 and 
better prepared them for modern helicopter testing. 
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LIST OF DEFINITIONS 
 
Bandwidth.  A measure of the maximum frequency of control 
input where the aircraft motion follows the control input 
 
Calm Winds.  Surface winds less than 5 knots. 
 
Closed Loop.  The pilot continually observes the aircraft 
response and makes changes to the control input to achieve 
the desired response.  The pilot actively manages the 
flight controls to counter the effects of environment and 
other external disturbances. (USNTPS FTM-107, 1995)  
 
Collective.  A primary flight control in the helicopter 
cockpit that changes the amount of thrust generated by the 
main rotor(s).  In a hover, this control makes the aircraft 
move in the vertical axis. 
 
Compliance.  A measure of how well an aircraft 
characteristic satisfies the requirements of a 
specification. 
 
Control Power.  A measure of the aircraft moment produced 
for a given unit of control input. (USNTPS FTM-107, 1995) 
 
Controllability.  “Controllability may be defined as the 
capability of the airplane to perform, at the pilot’s wish, 
any maneuvering required in total mission accomplishment.  
The characteristics of the airplane should be such that 
these maneuvers can be performed precisely and simply with 
a minimum of pilot effort.” (Cooper, 1969) 
 
Cyclic. A primary flight control in the helicopter cockpit 
that changes the direction of the thrust generated by the 
main rotor(s).  In a hover, this control makes the aircraft 
roll right or left, or pitch nose up or nose down. 
 
Damping.  A measure of the amount of force or moment that 
opposes a rate of change. 
 
Directional Control Pedals. A primary flight control in the 
helicopter cockpit that changes the amount of thrust 
generated by the tail rotor in single main rotor 
helicopters.  In dual main rotor helicopters this changes 
the relative torque of the two rotors.  In a hover, this 
control makes the nose of the aircraft yaw right or left. 
ix 
 
Divided Attention Operation.  “The pilot flying the 
rotorcraft is required to perform non-control-related 
sidetasks for a moderate period of time.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
First Order Response.  A non-oscillatory response of the 
aircraft to a control input that can be described by a 
first order differential equation. 
 
Force Trim System.  A system designed to hold the controls 
in an operator-selected position and to generate a force 
gradient to oppose movement from that position. 
 
Forward Flight.  “Forward flight is defined as all 
operations with a ground speed greater than 45 knots (23 
m/s).” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Frequency Domain.  Analysis of aircraft response using the 
frequency of the control input as the independent variable. 
 
Fully Attended Operation.  “The pilot flying the rotorcraft 
can devote full attention to attitude and flight path 
control.  Requirements for divided attention are minimal.” 
(ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Ground Speed.  “Ground speed is intended to be the speed 
with respect to a hover reference, which while normally a 
fixed position on the ground, may itself be moving, such as 
for shipboard operations.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Handling Qualities.  “Those characteristics of an aircraft 
which govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is 
able to perform those flight tasks required in support of 
an aircraft mission.” (Cooper, 1969) 
 
Hover.  “Hovering flight is defined as all operations 
occurring at ground speeds less than 15 knots (7.7 m/s).” 
(ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
IMC Operation.  “Operation of the rotorcraft solely with 
reference to the flight instruments.  Occurs when the 
rotorcraft is clear of all obstacles.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Interaxis Coupling.  Aircraft response in an axis other 
than the axis of control input 
 
x 
Lateral Control.  Control of the rolling moment of the 
aircraft 
 
Load Factor.  Ratio of lift to weight of the aircraft, also 
know as ‘G’s.  A Normal Load Factor is the Load Factor in 
steady level flight, or 1 ‘G’. 
 
Longitudinal Control.  Control of the pitching moment of 
the aircraft 
 
Long Term Response.  A low frequency response of an 
aircraft to a disturbance.   
 
Low Speed.  “Low-speed flight is defined as all operations 
occurring at ground speeds between 15 and 45 knots (7.7 and 
23 m/s).” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Maneuvering Stability.  The sum of the forces and moments 
acting on a helicopter due to a disturbance in normal 
acceleration.  A helicopter with positive maneuvering 
stability tends to return to one ‘G’ flight following a 
disturbance. (USNTPS FTM-107, 1995)  
 
Mission.  The specific objectives or required operations 
the pilot-vehicle combination must accomplish. (Cooper, 
1969) 
 
Mission-Task Element (MTE).  “An element of a mission that 
can be treated as a handling qualities task.” (ADS-33D, 
1994) 
 
Near-Earth Operations. “Operations sufficiently close to 
the ground or fixed objects on the ground, or near water 
and in the vicinity of ships, oil derricks, etc., that 
flying is primarily accomplished with reference to outside 
objects.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Open Loop.  The pilot makes an input and observes the 
resulting response.  The pilot does not try to actively 
manage the aircraft response by changing the control input. 
(USNTPS FTM-107, 1995) 
 
Operational Flight Envelope (OFE).  “The Operational Flight 
Envelopes define the boundaries within which the rotorcraft 
must be capable of operating in order to accomplish the 
mission.  Theses envelopes shall be defined in terms of 
xi 
combinations of airspeed, altitude, load factor, rate-of-
climb, side-velocity, and any other parameters specified by 
the procuring activity, as necessary to accomplish the 
operational mission.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Qualitative.  Analysis of aircraft characteristics based on 
the subjective opinion of the evaluation pilots. 
 
Quantitative.  Analysis of aircraft characteristics based 
on numerical data gathering in flight test. 
 
Response Type.  “A characterization of the rotorcraft 
response to a control input in terms of well recognized 
stability augmentation systems (i.e., Rate, Rate 
Command/Attitude Hold, etc.). However it is not necessary 
to use a stability augmentation system to achieve the 
specified characteristic.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Second-Order Response.  Aircraft response over time to an 
input or disturbance that can be described by a second 
order differential equation. 
 
Sensitivity.  Measure of the initial angular acceleration 
of the aircraft per unit of control input. (USNTPS FTM-107, 
1995) 
 
Service Flight Envelope (SFE). “The Service Flight 
Envelopes are derived from aircraft limits as distinguished 
from mission requirements.  These envelopes shall be 
expressed in terms of the parameters used to define the 
OFEs, plus any additional parameters deemed necessary to 
define the appropriate limits.  The inner boundaries of the 
SFEs are defined as coincident with the outer boundaries of 
the OFEs.  The outer boundaries of the SFEs are defined by 
one or more of the following: uncommanded aircraft motions, 
or structural, engine/power-train, or rotor system limits.” 
(ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Stability Augmentation System (SAS).  An automated system 
that makes inputs to the flight control system to modify 
pilot control inputs or otherwise change the effective 
aircraft response.  Usually such systems do not move the 
cockpit flight controls. 
 
xii 
Static Stability.  A measure of the initial tendency of the 
aircraft to return to its trimmed flight condition when 
disturbed. 
 
Step Input.  “A step input is defined as a rapid change in 
the controller force or position from one constant value to 
another.  The input should be made as rapidly as possible 
without exciting undesirable structural or rotor modes, or 
approaching any aircraft safety limits.” (ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Task.  The work the pilot must perform to accomplish an 
action in the aircraft. (Cooper, 1969) 
 
Time Domain.  The analysis of aircraft response to control 
inputs using time as the independent variable. 
 
Trimmed Flight.  A stable flight condition when the sum of 
forces and moments on the aircraft are zero. 
 
Usable Cue Environment.  Visual cues such as objects and 
terrain features and textures that can be used by the pilot 
to maintain aircraft positions and determine the direction 
and speed of aircraft motion.  Can include instruments and 
artificial symbology available to the pilot. 
 
Yaw Control.  Control of the yawing moment of the aircraft 
xiii 
LIST OF ACRONYMS 
 
ADS     Aeronautical Design Standard 
ATTC    Army Technical Test Center 
FFT     fast-Fourier Transform 
FTM     Flight Test Manual 
‘G’     Load Factor 
HQR     Handling Qualities Rating 
IMC     Instrument Meteorological Conditions 
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USNTPS   United States Naval Test Pilot School 
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 This paper will report on the development and 
implementation of a modification to the Rotary Wing 
syllabus at the United States Naval Test Pilot School.  The 
modification incorporated the techniques of the latest 
helicopter flying qualities specification.  A discussion of 
the requirements of that specification is included in this 
report to provide a basis for understanding the syllabus 
modification. 
FLYING QUALITIES SPECIFICATIONS 
 Flight testing of aircraft is based on specifications.  
These specifications are simply sets of requirements that 
the aircraft has to satisfy.  In the U.S. military, each 
aircraft acquisition has a detailed specification that 
spells out the requirements for that particular aircraft.  
In order to avoid duplication of effort and to ensure all 
aircraft are safe, the military has drafted numerous 
general specifications.  These general specifications are 
all generic enough to cover multiple acquisitions, but 
contain detailed information about a certain type of 
requirement.  As an example, the general military 
specification for displays covers such things as display 
size and shape, image brightness, color content and 
character size.  One of these general military 
specifications covers the handling qualities of 
helicopters.  Military Specification 8501A, MIL-H-8501A, 
General Requirements for Helicopter Flying and Ground 
Handling Qualities, was published in 1961 to cover the 
design requirements for all U.S. military helicopters (MIL-
H-8501A, 1972).  
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 Among the requirements in MIL-H-8501A, are 
requirements that the aircraft exhibit certain types of 
response to flight control inputs.  The requirements are 
predicated on the idea that the helicopter’s response to a 
flight control input can be viewed as a first or second 
order response.  The terms “first order” and “second order” 
refer to the order of the differential equation that 
describes the helicopter’s motion.  A first order response 
is one where the motion of the aircraft in response to a 
control input can be described by a first order 
differential equation.  A first order response can be 
graphically depicted as shown in Figure 1 where the bottom 
graph shows the cockpit control input, and the top and 
middle graphs show the resulting change in aircraft 
attitude and the rate of that change, respectively. 
A second order system on the other hand, is one where 
the resultant motion of the aircraft to a control input can 
be described by a second order differential equation.  
Because of the complex interactions between control 
surfaces and aircraft aerodynamics, real aircraft display 
responses that can only be described by differential 
equations of higher than second order.  Despite this 
reality, the first or second order equation is a close 
approximation of the aircraft response for a basic 
helicopter flight control system. 
While MIL-H-8501A was successful in producing the 
current inventory of military helicopters, the advent of 
computer controlled and highly augmented flight control 
systems make it difficult to measure aircraft handling 
qualities against the specification.  Flight control 




First Order Response 
 
be closely approximated by a first or second order 
equation, which prevents accurate comparison against the 
requirements in MIL-H-8501A.  “There is little argument 
about the necessity of the new specification; some aspects 
of modern sophisticated flight control systems simply 
cannot be tested with the older documents” (Ham, Metzger 
and Hoh, 1992).  Beginning in the 1970’s an extensive 
research effort was conducted to evaluate the effects of 
highly augmented flight control systems on aircraft 
handling qualities. 
 The result of that research was the recognition that 
analyzing aircraft response in the frequency domain would 
allow for the characterization of the higher order 
responses generated by modern flight control systems.  The 
research also explored the trade-offs between flight 
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control augmentation and the tasks and environment of 
helicopter operations.  In 1989, these findings were 
incorporated into a new design standard called Aeronautical 
Design Standard 33 (ADS-33) – Handling Qualities 
Requirements for Military Rotorcraft (ADS-33D, 1994).  The 
Army published the standard to provide a specification for 
the Army’s Light Attack Helicopter program, since the 
requirements were still under review for adoption as a 
Military Specification at the time.  Although still an Army 
document, it has since been used on numerous military 
helicopter acquisition programs.  Along with new 
requirements, ADS-33 also required a new method of testing 
to generate the data to be compared to the specification.  
Those test methods were included in the specification along 
with the handling qualities requirements. 
 Military Specification 8501A looked at both aircraft 
stability and control response characteristics.  ADS-33 
also addressed both stability and control response.  The 
stability requirements of ADS-33 were similar to those in 
MIL-H-8501A, and were evaluated in exactly the same way.  
The biggest changes between the two specifications came in 
the methods for measuring control response.  Specifically, 
ADS-33 looked at both short-term and medium-term aircraft 
response to control inputs and evaluated the changes in 
aircraft response as the frequency of the control input 
changes. 
Another new method is the use of stylized mission 
maneuvers with very specific tolerances to provide a more 
objective look at how the aircraft would perform in real-
world tasks.  The ultimate test of an aircraft’s 
suitability is flying actual missions in a real-world 
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environment.  This method is clearly not efficient or 
feasible, so testing has traditionally used mission 
representative maneuvers for evaluating the aircraft’s 
suitability.  “Pilot flying qualities evaluation is based 
on the principle of selecting mission representative tasks, 
performing the tasks in a simulated mission environment, 
observing the pilot workload required to accomplish the 
task, and determining if the performance and workload are 
acceptable for the mission.” (USNTPS FTM-107, 1995)  MIL-H-
8501A did not specify any mission maneuvers, but did 
require sufficient control authority to accomplish “all 
normal maneuvers” (MIL-H-8501A, 1972).  Test pilots 
performed mission-representative maneuvers using levels of 
aggressiveness and precision that were based on their 
previous operational experience.  This naturally led to 
different results for different pilots.  In order to make 
the handling qualities evaluations more objective, ADS-33 
set requirements for aggressiveness and precision in its 
mission-representative maneuvers.  Because all aircraft 
axes must have constraints to minimize variability between 
pilots, these maneuvers no longer looked exactly like 
mission maneuvers and were therefore named Mission Task 
Elements (MTE).  The MTEs were selected to evaluate all 
major aircraft control issues that would be experienced in 
an operational environment.  The standardization of MTEs 
provided for greater collaboration between test 
organizations, clearer predictions by aircraft design 





TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
The traditional method of determining aircraft control 
response characteristics is to have the test pilot make a 
single control input and observe the aircraft’s response 
over time (FTM-107, 1995).  No other control inputs are 
made and the response is stopped before the aircraft 
reaches the edge of its flight attitude envelope.  The 
typical time domain input is in the form of a step – a one-
time single direction control input that is held in until 
the event is complete.  The aircraft attitude and rate of 
attitude change are evaluated against the elapsed time from 
the start of the control input.  In order to generate a 
complete set of data, the size and direction of the step 
inputs must cover the complete range of flight control 
travel expected in the operational aircraft.  To avoid 
skipping over any discontinuities in aircraft control 
response these step inputs need to be fairly close 
together.  These two requirements mean that generating a 
complete set of data in the time domain requires a great 
deal of time, even if every test event goes perfectly. 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
 In testing control response in the frequency domain, 
the test pilot makes inputs in a single control axis while 
the aircraft is in a steady-state condition.  The test 
pilot makes no other control inputs during the event.  The 
control input is ideally in the form of a continuous 
sinusoidal input that changes frequency from very low to 
very high.  While a step input used in time domain testing 
has very high frequency content, there is not enough energy 
at most frequencies to allow for analysis.  The input used 
in frequency domain testing has high energy content from a 
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broad range of frequencies to compare against aircraft 
response.  The phase delay and amplitude of the aircraft 
response is compared to the input across the range of 
frequencies to determine how closely the aircraft follows 
the control input (ADS-33D, 1994).  A single multi-
frequency control input or frequency sweep is theoretically 
enough to generate all the require control response data, 
but in practice the frequency sweep is done both up and 
down in frequency and performed several times to protect 
against transients and off-axis inputs (Hoh, Mitchell, 
Aponso, Key and Blanken, 1989).  Even with this redundancy, 
it takes much less time to perform complete control 
response testing using frequency domain techniques than it 
does using time domain techniques.  The data generated in 
frequency domain testing also provide some information that 
is not available in time domain analysis, such as 
predicting the onset of Pilot-Induced Oscillations. 
UNITED STATES NAVAL TEST PILOT SCHOOL 
 The United States Naval Test Pilot School (USNTPS) is 
tasked to provide training for test pilots in the U.S. 
Navy, Marine Corps, Army and Coast Guard.  The school also 
provides training for all U.S. Air Force helicopter test 
pilots.  The school teaches both qualitative and 
quantitative methods of evaluating aircraft and airborne 
systems.  Pilots are taught to qualitatively evaluate 
aircraft for their suitability and effectiveness at their 
design mission, basing that assessment on the data 
generated through quantitative testing of the aircraft’s 
performance and handling qualities.  Pilots are also taught 
to use the quantitative data to compare the aircraft to the 
applicable specifications and standards and to evaluate 
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contract compliance.  The students at USNTPS are all 
experienced operational pilots who are then trained in the 
theory and conduct of aircraft flight testing over an 11-
month syllabus. 
 USNTPS is divided up into three curricula: fixed wing, 
rotary wing, and airborne systems.  The three curricula 
provide instruction in flight test theory, flight test 
preparation, flight test conduct, data collection, data 
reduction, and test report preparation. The focus of the 
fixed wing curriculum is the testing and evaluation of 
fixed wing aircraft, with an emphasis on jet aircraft.  The 
airborne systems curriculum emphasizes the testing of 
sensor and weapon systems installed on aircraft.  The 
rotary wing curriculum focuses on the flight test and 
evaluation of helicopters. 
 The rotary wing curriculum consists of two syllabuses, 
the academic syllabus and the flight syllabus.  Both 
syllabuses cover the three primary areas of instruction: 
helicopter performance, helicopter handling qualities, and 
airborne systems.  The material is first taught in the 
classroom as part of the academic syllabus and then 
demonstrated and practiced in the aircraft in the flight 
syllabus.  The material taught as part of helicopter 
handling qualities includes the mechanical characteristics 
of the flight control system, longitudinal handling 
qualities in forward flight, lateral-direction handling 
qualities in forward flight, the testing of advanced flight 
control systems, and handling qualities in the low airspeed 
regime.  The classes and test events of the rotary wing 
curricula are shown in Appendix B, Table B-1.   
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Prior to the effort documented in this report, the 
course of instruction on helicopter handling qualities was 
based primarily on time domain analysis of results.  All 
flight test events exclusively used the MIL-H-8501A 
specification.  Frequency domain analysis and the test 
techniques of ADS-33 were taught in the academic syllabus, 
but were not incorporated into the flight syllabus.  There 
was no practical experience in frequency domain testing or 
ADS-33 in the rotary wing curriculum. 
PURPOSE 
 The purpose of this thesis is to report on the 
research, trials, and implementation of the change to the 
United States Naval Test Pilot School Rotary Wing flight 
syllabus that incorporated practical experience with ADS-33 
into the Rotary Wing curriculum. 
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2. ADS-33 
This section reviews the content and requirements of 
ADS-33 in order to provide a basis for understanding the 
changes required to incorporate ADS-33 into the USNTPS 
Rotary Wing curriculum.  The information is laid out in 
largely the same way it is presented in ADS-33 and focuses 
on the issues that are important in order to test an 
aircraft to the specification. 
GENERAL 
The ADS-33 specification is divided into four main 
sections.  The first two sections cover Scope, Compliance 
Requirements and Definitions.  Section 3 consists of the 
design requirements and Section 4 is a listing of the 
Flight Test Maneuvers.  Section 3 defines the requirements 
the aircraft must meet for specification compliance in 
terms of individual aircraft characteristics such as 
controller response and cross-axis coupling.  Section 4 
defines specific Mission Task Elements (MTEs) that are 
performed to evaluate the complete aircraft in the mission 
environment.  These MTEs are stylized and highly 
constrained maneuvers, which are representative of those 
performed during an actual operational mission and are 
designed to push the aircraft to the limits required for 
mission accomplishment. 
The first section of ADS-33, Scope and Compliance, 
specifies that the document applies to all rotorcraft and 
that compliance should be demonstrated starting in the 
design stage.  This wide application of ADS-33 requirements 
is designed to ensure that all helicopters have handling 
qualities sufficient to safely perform the mission with a 
minimum of disruption to the development process.  The 
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early verification of the design’s ability to meet the 
requirements of the specification is important in meeting a 
program’s cost and schedule goals since it allows the best 
opportunity to minimize the impact of any potential design 
adjustments. 
DEFINITIONS 
 Among the definitions that make up Section 2 of ADS-33 
are several that point to the new approach towards 
helicopter design around which the specification is built.  
The first is a quantification of the acceptability of 
handling qualities using “Levels”.  Based on the Cooper-
Harper scale (Cooper and Harper, 1969) used by test pilots 
to rate an aircraft’s handling qualities, ADS-33 breaks the 
10-level Cooper-Harper scale into 3 “Levels”.  Figure 2 
shows the relationship between the Cooper-Harper scale and 
the ADS-33 Levels. 
All the requirements of ADS-33 are defined in terms of 
these Levels.  An aircraft must demonstrate handling 
qualities within a specific Level based on the task and the 
likelihood of task occurrence, and ADS-33 defines minimum 
design values or performance requirements required of the 
helicopter for each Level.  Since all handling qualities 
parameters in ADS-33 are defined in terms of Levels, there 
is a quick correlation between the aircraft characteristics 
and their acceptability for the mission.  Characteristics 
that are in Level 1 are “satisfactory without improvement” 
and are adequate for the MTE (ADS-33D, 1994).  Level 2 
characteristics have “deficiencies that warrant 
improvement, but do not require improvement” (ADS-33D, 
1994).  In Level 2 the MTE can be accomplished, but with an 
increase in pilot workload or reduced task performance. 
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Figure 2 
ADS-33 Handling Qualities Levels 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Level 3 characteristics have “deficiencies that require 
improvement” (ADS-33D, 1994). 
The MTE cannot be accomplished and it may be difficult 
for the pilot to retain control of the aircraft.  Typically 
Cooper-Harper ratings are only assigned in whole numbers 
(Cooper and Harper, 1969).  The use of a half-number to 
define the separation between ADS-33 Levels is based on the 
average of the ratings of several evaluation pilots (Hoh et 
al., 1989). 
Another new concept incorporated into ADS-33 is the 
idea of the pilot’s mental workload in addition to physical 
workload.  This is reflected in differing handling 
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qualities requirements for tasks that have different 
extents of divided attention.  Fully Attended Operations 
are defined as periods when “The pilot flying the 
rotorcraft can devote full attention to attitude and flight 
path control.” (ADS-33D, 1994)  Divided Attention 
Operations are those when “The pilot flying the rotorcraft 
is required to perform non-control-related sidetasks for a 
moderate period of time.” (ADS-33D, 1994)  These refer 
specifically to the tasks other than controlling the 
aircraft that are required to successfully perform the 
mission.  Non-control-related sidetasks can include 




Section 3 of ADS-33 delineates the requirements that 
must be incorporated into a rotorcraft design.  These 
requirements start from some parameters defined by the 
procuring activity.  The parameters that must be defined 
before ADS-33 can be applied include: the mission the 
rotorcraft is to perform, the specific Mission-Task 
Elements from ADS-33 that apply to that mission, what kind 
of environmental conditions and visual cue environments the 
rotorcraft is to be flown in, what degree of divided-
attention operations will be required of the pilot, and 
what kinds of equipment loadings must be evaluated.  The 
procuring activity must also define the parameters that 
form the boundary of the Operational Flight Envelope (OFE).  
The aircraft must be capable of operating to the edges of 
the OFE in order to successfully accomplish the mission.  
These boundaries are defined in terms of operating or 
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performance parameters of the aircraft, and example of 
which is shown in Figure 3. 
With the conditions and parameters defined by the 
procuring activity, designers can use ADS-33 to determine 
the requirements for the rotorcraft.  One of the first 
requirements is that the aircraft must possess Level 1 
handling qualities throughout the OFE (ADS-33D, 1994).  
This ensures optimum handling qualities under all 
conditions required for mission accomplishment.  The design 
is allowed lower handling qualities outside of the OFE and 
in cases of failures of the aircraft or it’s subsystems.  
From the outer boundaries of the OFE to the limits of the 
aircraft exists the Service Flight Envelope (SFE), as 




Example of Operational and Service Flight Envelopes 
(from Key, Blanken, and Hoh, 1993) 
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malfunctions that affect rotorcraft response or pilot 
cueing the aircraft must have at least Level 2 handling 
qualities.  Certain rare malfunctions may degrade handling 
qualities to Level 3, but ADS-33 specifies a very low 
probability of occurrence for these failures.  ADS-33 also 
allows the minimum allowable Level of handling qualities to 
be defined by the procuring activity.  The specification 
also requires that degradations in handling qualities 
happen in a controllable fashion so that a pilot can safely 
recover the aircraft to steady flight following a 
malfunction or an envelope exceedance (ADS-33D, 1994).  
Once the required Levels of handling qualities have been 
determined, the method of aircraft control, or Response-
Type, can be determined. 
USABLE CUE ENVIRONMENT 
The introduction of visual aids for the piloting task 
such as Night Vision Goggles (NVGs) and computer-generated 
symbology super-imposed on the pilot’s visual field 
requires a more detailed definition of visual conditions.  
Traditionally, requirements were broken into only two or 
three sections, Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) and 
Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC), with VMC 
sometimes being further divided into day and night 
operations.  VMC covers conditions when the pilot is able 
to see enough out of the cockpit to safely maneuver the 
aircraft, while the visual scene under IMC is insufficient 
to complete any maneuvers and requires reference to cockpit 
instruments to complete mission tasks.  Infra-red sensors, 
computer symbology, Helmet-Mounted Displays and NVGs all 
provide the capability to perform mission tasks under 
almost all environmental conditions, but they do have some 
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limitations.  When compared to unaided vision, most systems 
suffer from loss of resolution.  “The objective for such 
displays and vision aids is to allow the pilot to see 
through obscurations and darkness, and as a result, the 
tradeoffs are generally in favor of distant acuity and 
field of view at the expense of fine-grained texture 
(microtexture)” (Hoh et al., 1989).  The absence of fine-
grained texture in the scene increases the workload of the 
pilot since it takes larger excursions of the aircraft to 
produce a detectable change in the visual scene. 
A poor quality visual scene will degrade the cueing 
provided to the pilot, and will increase the piloting 
workload.  If the visual scene is of low enough quality or 
the task is difficult enough, the task may be impossible to 
accomplish with the same level of precision.  In order to 
capture the quality of the visual scene and allow 
adjustments to handling qualities requirements, ADS-33 
introduces the idea of the Useable Cue Environment (UCE).   
The determination of the UCE requires the use of a 
Visual Cue Rating (VCR) scale that is depicted in Figure 4. 
In order to determine the UCE, pilots first rate their 
ability to be precise and aggressive in the control of 
pitch and roll attitude and lateral, longitudinal and 
vertical translation rates.  The pitch and roll attitude 
control results are combined into the Attitude VCR and the 
lateral and longitudinal translation rate control results 
are combined into the Horizontal Translation Rate VCR.  In 
both cases the axis that generated the worse results 
(higher numerical score) is used (ADS-33D, 1994).  In order 
to generate the ratings the pilot must perform a selection 
of ADS-33 maneuvers listed in the Degraded Visual 
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Figure 4  
Visual Cue Rating (VCR) Scale 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Environment portion of Section 4.  The aircraft flown in 
the determination of VCRs and UCE “must meet the 
requirements for a Rate Response-Type…and have a Level 1 
mean pilot rating by at least 3 pilots operating without 
any visual aids in good visual conditions (UCE=1) and 
negligible turbulence.” (ADS-33D, 1994)  These restrictions 
ensure that the evaluation is only on the visual cueing, 
and not the aircraft.  The visual cueing must be evaluated 
by at least 3 pilots, and the standard deviation for each 
VCR should not be over 0.75.  In order to determine the 
UCE, the worse (higher numerically) of the two 
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Translational Rate VCRs is plotted against the Attitude VCR 
and compared to the boundaries shown in Figure 5. 
The higher the value of the UCE, the fewer fine-grain 
texture cues are available in the visual scene.  Since 
these cues are primarily used for aircraft stabilization 
(maintaining a hover) as opposed to navigation (hovering in 
a specific location), an increase in the aircraft’s 
stabilization will offset their loss.  Numerous simulator 
and aircraft tests have consistently shown that an increase 
in an aircraft’s level of stabilization mitigates the 
effects of the loss of fine-grain texture and associated 
visual cues (Hoh et al., 1989).  It is important to 
remember that the increased levels of aircraft 
stabilization will not compensate for the inability to  
 
Figure 5 
Useable Cue Environment (UCE) Boundaries 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
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perform the navigation function because of poor visual 
cueing.  Higher resolution displays and vision aids will 
still provide greater increases in mission performance by 
increasing the available cuing for both stability and 
navigation.  “The specification does not assume that 
increased stabilization is a substitute for improved 
displays, but rather that it is a way to make up for some 
of the deficiencies in existing displays” (Hoh et al., 
1989).  ADS-33 requires an increase in the level of 
stabilization for degraded UCEs (higher numbers).  The 
level of stabilization is determined by the aircraft 
Response-Type in a given control axis.  The Response-Type 
is a definition of how the aircraft responds to a control 
input.  For example a Rate Command Response-Type generates 
a certain aircraft rate of rotation about the aircraft’s 
axis for a given control input.  A Translational Rate 
Control Response-Type generates a certain rate of movement 
in relation to the ground for a specific control input.  
ADS-33 sets minimum amounts of stabilization to be provided 
given the UCE and the maneuver to be performed.  These 
requirements for hover and low-airspeed operations, and the 
hierarchy of stabilization used in ADS-33 are shown in 
Table 1.  
The required Response-Types give increased aircraft 
stability for degraded UCE, but also ensure adequate 
controllability to accomplish mission tasks.  Increased 
stability means that the helicopter is more difficult to 
disturb from it’s trimmed condition, but this increased 
resistance to disturbances also makes it more difficult for 
the pilot to initiate maneuvers.  This relationship between 
stability and controllability explains the requirements for 
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Table 1 
Required Response Type for Hover and Low Speed  
– Near Earth Operations (from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Required Response Type 
UCE = 1 UCE = 2 UCE = 3 TASK 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2 
Vertical takeoff and 
transition to forward 














Slung load pickup and 
delivery 
Slung load carrying 
Shipboard landing 
including RAST recovery 
Vertical takeoff and 
transition to near-earth 
flight 
Hover-taxi/NOE traveling 
Rapid Slalom (note a) 
















   
ACAH+RCDH 
   
ACAH+RCDH 
Rapid Bob-up & Bob-down 
(note a) 
Rapid Hovering turn 
   
ACAH+RCDH 
+RCHH+PH 
   
ACAH+RCDH 
+RCHH+PH 
Tasks involving divided 
attention operation 
Sonar dunking (note b) 




     
Rapid transition to 
precision hover (note a) 
Rapid sidestep (note a) 
Rapid accel and decel 
(note a) 
Target acquisition and 
tracking (note a and c) 
 
Rate 
     
Notes: 
a.  High levels of aggressiveness may not be achievable for UCE = 2 and 3. 
b.  These tasks are normally accomplished in an environment where the visual cueing may  
    be consistent with UCE = 2 or 3 even in “day VFR conditions”. 
c.  Increase in rank to TRC not recommended for pitch pointing tasks. 
1.  A requirement for RCHH may be deleted if the Vertical Translational Rate Visual Cue Rating is 2 or better, 
and divided attention operation is not required. If RCHH is not specified, an Altitude-Rate Response Type is 
required. 
2.  Turn Coordination (TC) is always required as an available Response Type for the slalom MTE in the Low 
Airspeed flight range.  However TC is not required at airspeeds less than 15 knots. 
3.  For UCE = 1, a specified Response Type may be replaced with a higher rank of stabilization, providing that 
the Moderate and Large-Amplitude Attitude change requirements are satisfied. 
4.  For UCE = 2 or 3, a specified Response Type may be replaced with a higher rank of stabilization.  






6.  TRC+RCDH+RCHH+PH 
Rate => Rate or Rate Command Attitude Hold (RCAH) Response Type 
TC   => Turn Coordination 
ACAH => Attitude Command Attitude Hold Response Type 
RCHH => Vertical-Rate Command with Altitude (Height) Hold Response Type 
RCDH => Rate-Command with Heading (Direction) Hold Response Type 
PH   => Position Hold Response Type 
TRC  => Translation-Rate Command Response Type 
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less stable Response-Types for the more aggressive 
maneuvers listed in Table 1. 
In forward flight there are limited fine-grained 
texture cues available to the pilot, so the UCE concept is 
not used.  ADS-33 still requires a minimum amount of 
aircraft stabilization and defines the minimum required 
Response-Type for forward flight maneuvers using the same 
stabilization hierarchy of Response-Types used for Hover 
and Low Speed flight.  The minimum Response-Types required 
by ADS-33 are shown in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 2  
Required Response Types in Forward Flight 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 















IMC approach  
  (constant speed) 
IMC decelerating approach  
  (3-cue flight director  




requiring a stable 
platform 
PITCH – 
Rate or Attitude. 
Attitude Hold required 
(RCAH or ACAH). 
 
ROLL – Rate with 
Attitude Hold (RCAH). 
Heading All require Turn Coordination 




ADS-33 requirements for aircraft response to control 
inputs are divided into three main sections, small-
amplitude attitude changes, moderate-amplitude attitude 
changes, and large-amplitude attitude changes.  This 
division was made because “the required precision of 
control tends to be inversely proportional to the amplitude 
of the attitude motions” (Hoh et al., 1989).  Bandwidth is 
the critical parameter for small amplitude motions since it 
relates to the ability of a pilot to crisply start and stop 
a maneuver, or the damping of aircraft motion.  In larger 
attitude changes the rate of attitude change becomes the 
critical parameter and this measure of over-all control 
power forms the basis of the large-amplitude attitude 
changes.  The moderate-amplitude attitude change bridges 
the gap between the bandwidth and control power 
requirements by allowing bandwidth, and therefore 
precision, to decrease with increasingly large maneuvers.  
The ratio of the peak attitude rate of change to the 
overall change in attitude is the critical parameter in 
moderate-amplitude control response. 
SMALL-AMPLITUDE ATTITUDE CHANGE 
SHORT-TERM RESPONSE 
The requirements for small-amplitude attitude changes 
have two primary parts, a requirement for the short-term 
response to control inputs and a mid-term response 
requirement.  The requirements for short-term response to 
control inputs are based on the frequency response of the 
aircraft.  A “control sweep” is performed using the control 
axis to be investigated and the response of the aircraft is 
recorded.  A sample control sweep is shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 
Sample Control Sweep 
Roll Control Input and Bank Angle Response 
(from Hoh et al., 1989) 
 
The control input must be rich in the entire range of 
frequencies to which the aircraft will be subjected to in 
the operational envelope, and is ideally in the form of a 
sinusoidal wave so that it is not weighed too heavily in 
any particular frequency.  This input must be made while 
the aircraft maintains as close to trim conditions as 
possible, so the rotorcraft that starts the control sweep 
in a hover should maintain its position over the ground 
throughout the input. 
A typical frequency sweep covers the frequency range 
from 0.05 Hertz to 2 Hertz, which is a large enough range 
to determine the bandwidth and phase delay of dynamic 
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responses for most rotorcraft.  This also matches the 
frequencies that can be easily generated by a pilot and are 
most likely to be used to control the aircraft.  The wide 
range of frequencies, and the requirement for aircraft to 
be subjected to high frequency inputs, creates the 
potential for danger in aircraft testing.  Input 
frequencies have the potential to excite structural 
resonance in the airframe or the flight controls, with the 
increased energy content of higher frequency inputs being 
more likely to cause damage (Ham and Butler, 1991).  Some 
general guidance to minimize the risks of frequency sweeps 
(from Hoh et al., 1989; Key, Blanken and Hoh, 1993; Ham and 
Butler, 1991; Williams, Ham and Tischler, 1995; Kolwey, 
1995; and Padfield, 1996) includes: 
Practice the sweep on the ground with rotors static or 
in a simulator to develop pilot technique for use in 
flight. 
The frequency sweep should start at a steady wings 
level un-accelerated condition.  If the sweep is to be 
conducted in an axis that has a stability augmentation 
system engaged there must be no air turbulence that will 
affect the open-loop extraction of the data. 
The frequency sweep should start at a trimmed 
condition that is held for at least 3 seconds prior to 
starting the sweep, and end at the same trimmed condition, 
held for at least another 3 seconds. 
The period of each successive cycle should be about 
75% of the preceding cycle. 
The magnitude of the input does not matter, but should 
generally not be more than 20% of the total control 
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movement available in order to reduce airframe loading and 
minimize flight path excursions. 
The input size should be consistent throughout the 
frequency sweep, but may be adjusted to keep attitudes and 
translation close to trim.  The Amplitude of the response 
must be large enough to be detected above the noise that is 
recorded by aircraft instrumentation.  Experience shows 
that pilots tend to increase the input size at higher 
frequencies in a subconscious effort to keep the aircraft 
response at a constant magnitude.  This can introduce 
excessive energy into the flight control system and can 
exacerbate any resonance problems. 
The low frequency portion of the frequency sweep is 
generally the most difficult to perform due to aircraft 
motion resulting from the inputs.  The excursions from trim 
during the low frequency portion for the frequency sweep 
can be minimized with use of asymmetrical inputs that do 
not disrupt the frequency sweep (Williams et al., 1995).  
If trim conditions can be maintained within 10 degrees of 
pitch and roll attitudes, 20 degrees of yaw attitude, rates 
less than 20 degrees/second and speeds within 10 to 20 
knots, the methods used in ADS-33 to determine bandwidth 
and phase delay have been found to be valid for most 
rotorcraft (Williams et al., 1995). 
Off-axis excursions from trim should be maintained 
within the same limits as the preprimary sweep axis.  Off-
axis excursions approaching these limits can be controlled 
through one-time corrective inputs made at a frequency 
slower than the current sweep frequency.  Any tendency for 
the aircraft to display off-axis responses should be 
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allowed to progress, as long as the excursions do not 
exceed the above listed limits. 
A smooth progression through the frequency is not 
required, but large jumps in input frequencies should be 
avoided.  Pilots often progress too rapidly from low 
frequencies to high frequencies, jumping over the middle 
range and missing important data. 
Careful analysis should be done before test to 
determine a cut-off frequency high enough to determine ADS-
33 compliance, but low enough to avoid exciting any 
structural resonance in the airframe.  “At frequencies 
above 1 HZ, it is difficult for the pilot to accurately 
estimate the input frequency.  Experience has shown that 
pilots are easily capable of generating input frequencies 
in the range of 5-6 HZ (30-40 radians/second) which may 
excite rotor modes (e.g. instabilities in the main rotor).” 
(Ham and Butler, 1991) 
Each frequency sweep should be performed at least 3 
times to ensure sufficient data quality in control position 
and aircraft response to allow for data reduction and 
analysis.  A frequency sweep that sweeps up from low 
frequencies to high frequencies and then back down to low 
frequencies is another way to increase data content of the 
test with minimal impact on the amount of time required for 
the test. 
Some experimentation with computer generated sweeps 
have been performed, but while the inputs were “picture 
perfect”, the response was less than adequate due to 
excessive aircraft excursions from trim that the computer 
could not detect or correct. (Switick, 1994)  While a 
sinusoidal input is desired, there are significant benefits 
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to input discontinuities.  These discontinuities in control 
inputs, such as momentary pauses in control motion, have 
high frequency content and add to the overall data content 
of the frequency sweep. 
The short term response testing, defined in paragraph 
3.3.2.1 of ADS-33, determines bandwidth and phase delay 
parameters from the frequency response of the aircraft.  
“The bandwidth defines the highest [pilot] input frequency 
that results in a useable [aircraft] response both in 
magnitude and phase” (Ham and Butler, 1991).  In other 
words the bandwidth frequency correlates to the highest 
frequency at which the pilot can make control inputs and 
still be able to correctly predict the aircraft response.  
Inputs at frequencies higher than the bandwidth frequency 
will result in aircraft motion with different magnitude and 
phase delay than the lower frequencies, and the combination 
of this change and the increasing phase delay makes pilot 
prediction of aircraft response more difficult and 
increases the probability of Pilot-Induced Oscillations. 
The results of frequency sweep testing are converted 
into Bode plots of frequency response date using fast-
Fourier transform algorithms.  The value of bandwidth is 
calculated by taking the lesser of the gain bandwidth and 
the phase bandwidth.  The gain bandwidth is determined by 
plotting the ratio of magnitude of the aircraft response to 
the input size (in decibels) against the input frequency on 
a logarithmic scale.  A 6 dB gain margin is applied to the 
frequency where the response is 180º out of phase with the 
control input, and the resulting frequency is the gain 
bandwidth frequency (ADS-33D, 1994).   
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The phase bandwidth is determined by plotting the 
phase difference between the control input and the aircraft 
response against the logarithmic frequency scale and 
applying a 45º phase margin, with the resulting frequency 
defined as the phase bandwidth (ADS-33D, 1994).  The 
determination of these bandwidths is depicted in Figure 7.  
The response of an aircraft with high bandwidth would 
nearly mirror a high-frequency control input, while a low 
bandwidth aircraft would respond slower and more out of 
phase with the input. 
The adjective descriptions most commonly associated 
with high bandwidth response are sharp and crisp, while low 
bandwidth is referred to as smooth, sluggish, or prone to 
pilot-induced oscillation (Williams et al., 1995).  Besides 
bandwidth, research shows that the shape of the frequency 
response curve is also a factor in aircraft response.  
“Efforts to develop bandwidth as a generalized criterion 
for highly augmented aircraft showed that pilots were also 
sensitive to the shape of the phase curve at frequencies 
beyond the bandwidth frequency” (Hoh et al., 1989).  That 
factor is captured in the phase delay parameter.  Phase 
Delay (τP) is effectively a measure of how quickly the lag 
between the control input and the aircraft response 
increases at input frequencies beyond the bandwidth 
frequency, and is shown in Figure 7.  A steep slope to the 
plot of phase lag versus input frequency will result in 
large changes of phase lag for small increases in input 
frequency.  This will make controlling the aircraft more 
difficult for the pilot since the response of the aircraft 
to an input will be difficult to predict since it changes 
so drastically.  The greater the lag between control input 
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Figure 7 
Determination of Flight Control Bandwidth 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
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and aircraft response, the more difficult the aircraft is 
to control, but the change in phase lag with input 
frequency makes it extremely difficult for the pilot to 
shape control inputs to adapt to the lag in response. 
“The short-term response refers to the rotorcraft’s 
characteristics in fully-attended high-gain, closed-loop 
tracking tasks.  The mid-term response criteria are 
intended to ensure good handling qualities when less 
aggressive control is required” (Hoh et al., 1989). 
Once the bandwidth and phase delay have been 
determined, they are compared to a chart similar to Figure 
8 to determine compliance with ADS-33. 
The borders for Level 1 compliance differ with both 
the axis involved and the level of divided attention 
required.  Divided attention operations require a higher 
bandwidth than those operations where the pilot can focus 
all attention on flight path control.  This higher 




Requirements for Small Amplitude Attitude Changes 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
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MID-TERM RESPONSE 
The motion that results once the aircraft has been 
disturbed from steady-state conditions is the focus of the 
mid-term response to control inputs requirement.  This 
portion of the small-amplitude attitude change requirement 
addresses the requirement for the pilot to focus on tasks 
other than controlling the aircraft for short periods 
without the aircraft making significant excursions from its 
flight path.  The natural frequency of the aircraft and the 
damping ratio for the resulting oscillations are the 
critical parameters for the mid-term response requirement.  
The mid-term response test is performed through a pulse-
type control input in the axis under evaluation, then 
recording the resulting oscillatory aircraft response in 
the time domain.  The oscillatory aircraft response is then 
analyzed to determine the damping ratio and natural 
frequency of the response.  These parameters are then 
compared to a chart similar to Figure 9 to determine 
compliance with ADS-33.  
MODERATE AMPLITUDE ATTITUDE CHANGE 
The requirement for Moderate Amplitude Attitude 
changes is also called Attitude Quickness by ADS-33.  The 
requirements call for a specific ratio of the maximum rate 
of change of the attitude parameter in question to the 
value of the change in attitude achieved.  This allows for 
decreasing bandwidth as the size of the attitude increases 
(Hoh et al., 1989) and is a measure of agility, or the 
quickness and accuracy in moving from one attitude to 




Limits on Mid-Term Small Amplitude Response 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
Testing for attitude quickness calls for the pilot to 
make a control input in a single direction in order to 
change the aircraft’s attitude.  The attitude change and 
the angular rate of change must both be recorded.  
“Although there was no explicit guidance in ADS-33C, 
meeting Level 1 criteria required at least three data 
points above the Level 1 boundary, one at a small attitude 
change, one at a medium attitude change, and one at a large 
attitude change” (Ham and Butler, 1991).  In order to 
achieve a large enough attitude change it is acceptable to 
initiate the test maneuver from other than a wings-level 
condition (Hoh et al., 1989).  Since the purpose is not to 
evaluate attitude capture, a specific attitude does not 
have to be targeted by the evaluation pilot.  In a typical 
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helicopter, where the flight controls generate rates of 
aircraft motion, the flight controls must be aggressively 
moved into nearly a step input to get maximum angular 
rates, and then returned to the original trim control 
position in time to end up with an aircraft attitude change 
in the range targeted.  A key element to this test 
technique is that the controls not be reversed past trim 
when stopping the maneuver (ADS-33D, 1994).  A control 
reversal would have the effect of reducing the maximum 
attitude change achieved, and therefore increase the ratio 
of peak angular rate to peak attitude change.  Since higher 
values for this attitude quickness ratio give better 
handling qualities, a control reversal in the test would 
artificially inflate the results.  Equally important is 
that the control input be made as sharply and aggressively 
as possible.  Slower control inputs will result in a 
smaller peak angular rate of change for a given attitude 
change, and will give lower results for attitude quickness.  
Control inputs must be made as rapidly as possible in order 
to truly generate the maximum angular rate of change. 
These two requirements, no control reversals and rapid 
control inputs, can make testing for attitude quickness 
very hazardous.  The extreme attitudes can make recovery 
difficult, and the high rates involved can make detecting a 
hazardous condition approaching almost impossible.  A 
“build-up” method, where the first control input is very 
small and successive inputs are larger by only a small 
increment, is an effective way to minimize some of these 
risks.  This method also generates data at the various 
sizes of attitude changes required for accurate analysis.  
Especially if a ground team checking limits in real time is 
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involved, an analysis of rates and attitudes achieved and 
comparison to aircraft limits after each control input can 
ensure that attitude quickness testing does not exceed the 
capabilities of the aircraft or the pilot to effect a safe 
recovery. 
Reduction of the attitude quickness data involves 
plotting the attitude and angular rate in the time domain.  
The ratio of the peak angular rate to the maximum attitude 
change is then plotted against the minimum attitude change 
achieved.  Figure 10 shows a typical plot of attitude in 
the time domain and illustrates the determination of 
maximum and minimum attitude changes.   
The data is then compared to ADS-33 to determine the 
attitude quickness Level, using charts like those shown in 
Figure 10.  The boundaries between Levels vary with the 
axis involved and with the type of MTE, with aggressive 
maneuvers such as Target Acquisition and Tracking and Air 




Moderate Amplitude Attitude Change Requirements 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
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LARGE-AMPLITUDE ATTITUDE CHANGE 
The Large Amplitude Attitude Change requirement “is 
intended to be a measure of control power” (Hoh et al., 
1989).  The requirement specifies a minimum achievable 
angular rate.  There are three boundaries, based on the 
division of the ADS-33 MTEs into three categories: Limited 
Maneuvering, Moderate Maneuvering, and Aggressive 
Maneuvering.  With increase amounts of maneuvering in the 
MTE, ADS-33 requires a larger minimum achievable angular 





Large-Amplitude Attitude Change Requirements 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
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Testing for Large-Amplitude Attitude Changes requires 
achieving the specified angular rate in each axis, while 
minimizing excursions in the other axes.  ADS-33 does not 
specify a control input for the determination of Large 
Amplitude Attitude Changes, but a step input is standard.  
The method of test is very similar to the traditional 
method of control response testing in the time domain.  Due 
to the discontinuities and non-linearities present in large 
amplitude responses, such as the saturation of control 
actuators and rotor blade airfoils approaching stall, ADS-
33 evaluates Large-Amplitude Attitude Changes in the time 
domain.  In order to generate the angular rates required by 
ADS-33, a very large control input must be made.  Often the 
size of the control input would lead to the aircraft 
exceeding its attitude limits if the input was made from a 
wings-level condition.  Starting from an attitude opposite 
to the input will allow the pilot to affect a safe recovery 
without departing the helicopter’s attitude envelope after 
a large control input. 
INTER-AXIS COUPLING 
 ADS-33 puts limits on the maximum amounts of inter-
axis coupling allowed for each handling quality Level.  The 
basic ADS-33 test for inter-axis coupling is to make a 
single-axis step input to the flight controls, while 
holding the other control axes fixed.  The ratio of the 
off-axis response to the response in the axis of control 
input is then measured by comparing the rates of change in 
aircraft attitude at a specific time after the control 
input, usually 4 seconds.  ADS-33 limits the ratio of off-
axis to primary axis response to be less than specified 
amounts based on the axes in question.  At all times ADS-33 
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prohibits “objectionable” inter-axis coupling, as 
determined by the evaluating pilots. 
COLLECTIVE CONTROLLER 
 ADS-33 requires that the vertical rate response of the 
aircraft to a step input on the collective shall have “a 
qualitative first-order appearance for at least 5 seconds” 
(ADS-33D, 1994).  ADS-33 also sets limits on how long the 
vertical rate response takes to get to a steady-state value 
following a collective step input, and requires a minimum 
achievable vertical rate 1.5 seconds after the collective 
step input.  The response to the collective controller is 
measured in the time domain since issues of torque control, 
engine management, and rotor RPM governing all have 
significant impacts on the handling qualities of the 
vertical axis. Hoh et al. (1989) found that “a time domain 
equivalent systems approach was found to be the best 
compromise for describing and specifying the vertical rate 
response”.   
HOVER AND LOW SPEED 
 Other than the control response requirements and an 
overall requirement for Level 1 handling qualities, the 
most basic requirement for hover and low speed flight is 
that the aircraft attitude “shall not result in pilot 
discomfort, disorientation, or restrictions to the field of 
view” (ADS-33D, 1994).  This requirement applies in a hover 
with up to a 35-knot relative wind from any azimuth.  
FORWARD FLIGHT 
 Besides the above-mentioned requirements, ADS-33 does 
have requirements for some parameters in forward flight 
that also have close parallels in MIL-H-8501A.  These 
include maneuvering stability (the response of the aircraft 
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in terms of normal acceleration to a longitudinal control 
input), and Lateral-Directional stability.  In Lateral-
Directional stability, ADS-33 has requirements for both 
coupled lateral-directional oscillations following 
disturbance to the aircraft, and for spiral stability (the 
tendency of the aircraft to return to or deviate from a 
wings-level attitude following a disturbance in the lateral 
axis).  These requirements are tested in the same manner as 
in MIL-H-8501A, but the boundaries incorporate testing 
performed since the adoption of MIL-H-8501A.  The natural 
frequency and damping ratio of the lateral-directional 
oscillations are compared to the ADS-33 limits shown in 
Figure 12. 
Figure 12 
Lateral Directional Oscillation Requirement 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
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There is also a specific requirement for turn 
coordination in ADS-33.  The turn coordination requirement 
limits the amount of sideslip allowed following an abrupt 
lateral control input.  This turn coordination requirement, 
while similar to the earlier requirement, is much more 
stringent than MIL-H-8501A which simply requires that “it 
shall be possible to make complete turns in each direction 
with pedals fixed” (MIL-H-8501A, 1972). 
CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS 
 The characteristics of the flight controls themselves 
are another area where ADS-33 and MIL-H-8501A have many 
similarities.  Both standards require the determination of 
flight control parameters such as the degree to which the 
controls return to their trimmed location, or centering.  
The amount of force required to move the controls, both 
initially from trim and as the control gets further from 
trim, or breakout force and force gradient, is measured for 
each flight control in each axis.  Limits are placed on the 
minimum and maximum forces allowed.  ADS-33 again 
incorporates refinements that resulted from the testing 
conducted since the publishing of MIL-H-8501A.  These 
refinements include reference to controllers in “fly-by-
wire” flight control systems such as control sticks in 
which the output is proportional to the amount of force 
applied rather than the amount of displacement.  Since 
these controllers can be constructed so the controller 
doesn’t move, and MIL-H-8501A requirements are based on 
controller displacement, these refinements in ADS-33 allow 
much greater application of the newer standard. 
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SPECIFIC FAILURES 
ADS-33 requires that the Level of handling qualities 
experienced with any given degraded mode of operation be 
related to the chance of that degraded mode actually 
occurring, with worse handling qualities allowed as the 
result of rarer occurrences.  ADS-33 also has some 
requirements for handling qualities following certain 
failures without regard to their probability of happening.  
These failures include problems with the flight control 
system, engine failures, and loss of electrical power.  
ADS-33 places limits on both the allowable transient motion 
during the failure and the amount of handling qualities 
degradation following these failures.  
TRANSFER BETWEEN RESPONSE TYPES 
 Another area of ADS-33 that deals with transient 
motion is the portion that covers flight control system 
mode changes.  ADS-33 was designed to accommodate advanced 
flight control systems, and in many such systems, the 
computers that run the flight control system maintain 
different parameters in different flight conditions.  The 
changes between the parameters the flight control system is 
maintaining or controlling, or mode changes, are often the 
result of the aircraft’s location or speed, rather than 
pilot inputs.  ADS-33 has specific requirements regarding 
flight control system mode changes, to include the 
annunciation of the active mode to the pilot, and the 
control forces before, during, and after the mode change.  
ADS-33 limits the transient motion allowed and mandates 
designs that avoid discontinuities in flight control system 
response.  The requirements try to ensure that the response 
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of the aircraft is always predictable to the pilot, which 
results in more accurate and precise control. 
FLIGHT TEST MANEUVERS 
 Section 4 of ADS-33 contains a variety of Mission Task 
Elements (MTEs) that are used to evaluate the handling 
qualities of the aircraft.  The MTEs are highly constrained 
maneuvers that are designed to determine the rotorcraft’s 
adequacy in performing maneuvers like those required by the 
rotorcraft’s mission.  The maneuvers are constrained to 
require certain levels of precision and aggressiveness by 
giving limits to position and attitude excursions and 
having time limits for maneuver performance.  The maneuvers 
are a compromise between actual mission representative 
maneuvers and tasks that were found to be easily testable.  
Therefore, while some tasks may seem too stylized to be 
representative of the maneuvers actually used for the 
mission, they possess the same degree of difficulty and 
require the same level of handling qualities.  ADS-33 
specifies that these maneuvers must be performed as part of 
the test program in addition to determining the engineering 
parameters that are the basis for the requirements found in 
Section 3 of ADS-33.  If the aircraft fails to meet the 
requirements for engineering parameters, the aircraft’s 
performance in MTE testing will help determine the 
acceptability of the handling qualities. 
The MTEs are designed to be evaluated using the 
Cooper-Harper Handling Quality Rating (HQR) scale (Cooper 
and Harper, 1969) as shown in Figure 2 (pg 12).  “Desired” 
performance parameters are part of each MTE definition for 
use in the Cooper-Harper HQR scale.  ADS-33 specifies that 
each MTE must be evaluated by at least 3 pilots, and the 
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arithmetic average of their Cooper-Harper HQRs be used to 
determine the Level of handling qualities for the MTE.  
ADS-33 delineates the maneuver requirements and requires 
that the visual references available to the pilot be of 
sufficient quality to assure UCE=1 for the majority of 
MTEs, but does leave the details of the test course 
markings to the testing activity.  ADS-33 specifies that 
all combinations of control modes and displays that would 
be available to the operational pilot during the mission be 
used for MTE testing.  ADS-33 points out that MTE testing 
is not designed to evaluate the aircraft performance, so 
testing conditions should be selected to avoid running into 
performance limitations. Testing should be conducted in 
calm winds, but ADS-33 points out that demonstrating 
certain tasks in higher wind conditions may be desirable. 
In performing MTE testing, any deviations of the 
aircraft from the desired track and position must be 
recorded.  While this does not require any complex 
instrumentation, it is usually more than a pilot can 
determine without assistance.  Setting up the test course 
to easily determine deviations, and using a ground team to 
help determine deviations are highly recommended to ensure 
desired performance is obtained.  ADS-33 contains some 
suggested test courses for certain MTEs that provide 
adequate pilot cueing and easy determination of maneuver 




ADS-33 Mission Task Elements 






Precision Tasks in the Good Visual 
Environment 
Slope Landing 
Turn to Target 
Bob-up and Bob-down 
Vertical Remask 
Acceleration and Deceleration 
Sidestep 
Slalom 
Deceleration to Dash 
Transient Turn 
Pullup / Pushover 
Roll Reversal 
High Yo-Yo 
Aggressive Tasks in the Good Visual 
Environment 
Low Yo-Yo 




Precision Tasks in the Degraded Visual 
Environment 
Pirouette 
Bob-up and Bob-down 
Acceleration and Deceleration 
Sidestep 
Moderately Aggressive Tasks in the 




3. PROSPECTIVE SYLLABUS 
GOALS 
Given the new methodology of ADS-33, and its improved 
ability to characterize modern helicopters, USNTPS needed 
to incorporate that test methodology into its helicopter 
curriculum.  The academic instruction in the rotary wing 
syllabus provided a detailed look at the definitions and 
requirements of ADS-33, and gave students a solid 
understanding of the relationships between ADS-33 testing 
and the “classical” test techniques of MIL-H-8501A.  A 
review of the academic course content by USNTPS flight and 
academic instructors concluded that the ADS-33 subject 
matter was of sufficient depth and breadth.  However, the 
absence of an ADS-33 flight exercise meant that students 
were not getting any practical experience in the 
preparation for or execution of ADS-33 testing.   
Many new aircraft test programs used ADS-33 test 
techniques to evaluate the handling qualities of 
helicopters.  New graduates of USNTPS often found 
themselves trying to learn how to perform the test 
maneuvers as testing is ongoing, costing the test program 
both time and money.  If test pilots were to have 
experience with performing ADS-33 test maneuvers, it would 
take less preparation and practice to perform a handling 
qualities evaluation than if the test pilots had no hands-
on experience with ADS-33 testing. 
The goal of the new syllabus development was to add 
practical experience with ADS-33 testing to the helicopter 
curriculum.   
The learning objectives of the new syllabus were: 
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- The student shall understand the planning 
considerations for ADS-33 testing. 
- The student shall understand the safety issues 
in performing ADS-33 testing. 
- The student shall be able to perform ADS-33 
testing, to include at a minimum: 
- Frequency response testing, 
- Attitude quickness, 
- MTE testing. 
The new syllabus had to also continue to teach all the 
traditional methods of handling qualities testing and the 
requirements of MIL-H-8501A. 
LIMITATIONS 
Along with the goals of the syllabus modification, 
came recognition of certain limitations in its scope and 
methods.  The internal and external constraints on USNTPS 
place bounds on the possible implementation of any new 
change to the syllabus. 
SAFETY 
The most important requirement for any addition to the 
USNTPS syllabus is safety.  The highly trained pilots and 
instrumented aircraft are resources that cannot be 
replaced.  Flying is inherently dangerous, and test 
techniques are design to determine the limits of the 
aircraft, placing a certain amount of risk in the syllabus 
just to accomplish the training of test pilots in flight 
test techniques.  A critical part of the USNTPS syllabus is 
to manage those risks that cannot be avoided and to 
eliminate any unnecessary hazards.  Any new addition to the 
syllabus must not add any unnecessary risk to the syllabus 
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and if it can, it should reduce the overall risk of 
training new test pilots.   
STUDENT PILOTS 
USNTPS is teaching test techniques to new test pilots.  
While the students are experienced pilots, they are new to 
experimental testing.  All teaching events must take into 
account that the students have a very limited base of 
knowledge and experience, and should not push them too far.  
The goal is to have them perform and understand certain 
test techniques, but the test should keep the aircraft in a 
regime in which the student can safely operate.  The events 
should also provide sufficient buffer from aircraft 
operating limits to allow for deviations that an 
inexperienced test pilot might make, and to allow for safe 
aircraft recovery following such a deviation.  Frequently 
this is done by placing testing limits on the aircraft, 
such as a maximum size of control input, and by maintaining 
the aircraft inside the published operational envelope. 
OLDER AIRCRAFT 
The aircraft at USNTPS are provided by the armed 
services because they are no longer needed in operational 
squadrons.  The helicopters are all older and no longer 
used in operational squadrons.  These older aircraft are 
more susceptible to fatigue problems due to their long 
operational life before reaching USNTPS.  While refurbished 
for use at USNTPS and maintained to the highest standards, 
their age makes them more susceptible to malfunction and 
increases the time required for their maintenance.  This 
limits their availability for flight events, especially if 
there are very few airframes. 
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FLEET ENDURANCE 
With about 12 students in the Rotary Wing syllabus 
each class, and two classes per year, the helicopters 
assigned to USNTPS experience extensive stress from 
conducting continuous testing.  The syllabus events must 
take into account the stress and premature aging of the 
aircraft caused by engineering tests.  Unlike a genuine 
test article that is retired, overhauled, or sees only 
limited use following testing, the USNTPS aircraft must 
continuously perform flight test maneuvers. 
REPEATABILITY 
Any events planned for the USNTPS syllabus need to be 
highly repeatable.  Not only should the test technique be 
able to be duplicated, but the results from the test should 
also fall within a predictable range regardless of the 
environmental conditions.  The time constraints of the 
USNTPS curriculum require test events to be flown in less 
than ideal conditions.  A good training event should allow 
for environmental variations while still providing results 
that align with theoretical predictions.  This will allow 
for easier data analysis and greater learning by the 
students. 
Along with repeatability, it is highly desired that 
the results of any event can be combined with the results 
of other events to allow students to benefit from the data 
of their classmates.  The small numbers of students in any 
given class requires that the results fall within a limited 




The contraction of the defense budget, to include 
acquisition infrastructure such as the Test Pilot School, 
severely limits funding for new projects.  Although flight 
time can usually be funded, finding a source of funds for 
any other syllabus expenses is very difficult.  Projects 
that do not require funding outside of that already 
provided to USNTPS have a much greater chance of success.  
Such projects do not have to go through an extensive 
approval process for additional monies and are not subject 
to the periodic review of that funding. 
Limitations on funding also limit the time that can be 
devoted to the training of test pilots.  Table B-1 
illustrates the full schedule required to train test pilots 
in 11 months, but any increase in the overall syllabus 
length would require significant funding increases.  As a 
result, any modification of the USNTPS syllabus must not 
increase the overall time required to complete the 
syllabus.  The full schedule requires an almost one for one 
replacement of existing academic or flight events with any 
new events. 
FUTURE LIMITATIONS IN AIRCRAFT 
Along with the monetary limitations on projects, 
defense budget contraction puts severe limitations on the 
ability of USNTPS to replace or upgrade the school’s 
aircraft.  The current airframes were destined for 
retirement when they were diverted and assigned to USNTPS.  
With most current airframes undergoing service-life 
extensions, aircraft retirements in the future will be few 
and far between.  For the near future this will restrict 
the USNTPS stable of aircraft to those already assigned.  
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Any new syllabus must use the current selection of aircraft 
assigned to USNTPS. 
AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
AIRCRAFT 
 USNTPS operates almost 50 aircraft of 13 different 
types.  This large stable of aircraft is maintained to 
expose students to a variety of performance, handling 
qualities, and weapon system capabilities.  Many of the 
aircraft have sensitive test instrumentation systems 
allowing data collection of various aircraft parameters.  
Along with several types of jets and mutli-engine 
airplanes, USNTPS operates five different types of 
helicopters.  USNTPS operates the UH-60A, the TH-6B, the 
OH-58C, the SH-60B, and the SH-60F helicopters.  The school 
only operates a single SH-60F, and a single SH-60B that has 
been modified to act as a Variable Stability Simulator 
(VSS).  The SH-60B with the VSS modifications allows for 
in-flight comparison of variations in flight control system 
and aircraft handling parameters.  The VSS SH-60B is a 
limited authority system, which makes it of little use for 
the aggressive maneuvering found in most ADS-33 test 
techniques.  While USNTPS has several airframes of each of 
the other helicopter models, the single SH-60F and SH-60B 
are of limited use for flight exercises since the students 
never fully qualify in those models and their limited 
availability greatly increases the time required to 
complete an exercise using those aircraft. 
UH-60 
 The UH-60A helicopter is a twin-engine, single main 
rotor helicopter designed for the troop transport and 
utility missions.  A diagram of the helicopter is shown in 
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Figure A-1.  The helicopter is designed for a crew of three 
and up to 14 passengers or 11 combat-equipped troops.  The 
cockpit has seats for a pilot and co-pilot and is equipped 
with dual flight controls and duplicate flight instruments.  
The UH-60A is also equipped with a cargo hook to carry 
external loads of up to 8,000 pounds, and wheeled landing 
gear for ground movement.  The aircraft has a maximum gross 
weight of 20,250 pounds and weighs approximately 11,000 
pounds when empty.  The UH-60A helicopter is powered by two 
General Electric T700-GE-700 turboshaft engines.  Each 
engine is designed to produce 1543 engine shaft horsepower 
on a standard day at sea level.  The engines operate in 
parallel to provide power to the drive train.  The five-
part main transmission combines the inputs of the two 
engines and supplies power to the main rotor and the tail 
rotor drive shaft.  The main transmission has a built-in 3 
forward tilt for forward flight efficiency and a dual 
engine limit of 2828 shaft horsepower.  The tail rotor 
drive train consists of six interconnected drive shafts, 
and intermediate gearbox and a tail rotor gearbox.  The 
four-bladed main rotor is a fully articulated design using 
elastomeric bearing for blade movement.  The main rotor 
blades incorporate a titanium spar and a swept tip cap with 
a total diameter of 53 feet 8 inches.  The four-bladed tail 
rotor is a tractor type, located on the right side of the 
tail.  The tail rotor blades are of composite construction 
and use virtual bearings for all movement. The tail rotor 
assembly is tilted upward at 20 degrees and has a diameter 
of 11 feet.  The flight controls are irreversible, using 
three primary hydraulic servos to move the rotor blades.  
Three hydraulic pumps provide 3000-psi hydraulic fluid to 
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the flight control system.  The UH-60A is also equipped 
with a series of electric trim actuators and hydraulic 
pilot-assist servos that perform Stability Augmentation 
System (SAS), trim, and control boost functions. SAS 
actuators provide short-term rate damping in the pitch, 
roll, and yaw axes, enhancing the helicopters dynamic 
stability.  Mechanical control mixing is incorporated in 
the UH-60A to minimize aircraft coupling and reduce pilot 
workload. A horizontal stabilator with a span of 14 feet 4 
inches is located on the tail and its angle of incidence 
can be controlled in an automatic mode by the Automatic 
Flight Control System (AFCS).  The AFCS also provides 
attitude hold, heading hold, airspeed hold, automatic turn 
coordination and oscillation damping through inputs to the 
flight control system’s trim actuators.  A more complete 
description, along with operating limitations can be found 
the U.S. Army Operator’s Manual (U.S. Army, 1996).  USNTPS 
operates three UH-60As, all of which are equipped with 
sensitive test instrumentation systems, which include a 
ten-foot air speed boom located under the nose of the 
aircraft. 
TH-6 
 The TH-6B helicopter, a modified Hughes 500 model 
369HE, is a single-engine single main rotor helicopter 
designed for the scout and observation missions.  A diagram 
of the TH-6B is shown in Figure A-2.  Designed to be flown 
by a single pilot, the aircraft can carry up to three 
passengers one of whom could act as a co-pilot using the 
installed dual controls.  The TH-6B is equipped with skid 
tube landing gear.  The helicopter is powered by a single 
T63-A-720 free turbine turboshaft engine rated at 420 shaft 
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horsepower under standard sea level conditions.  The engine 
is located directly behind the main cabin in the aft 
fuselage section. The helicopter is transmission limited to 
278 shaft horsepower.  Power is transmitted from the engine 
to the main transmission via an overrunning clutch where it 
is distributed to the main and tail rotors.  The four-
bladed main rotor is fully articulated, with offset 
flapping hinges, and uses dampers to restrain lead-lag 
motion.  The two-bladed tail rotor is an underslung 
teetering rotor with a delta-three hinge designed to 
provide tail rotor blade flap to pitch coupling to reduce 
the possibility of blade to fuselage contact.  The main 
rotor diameter is 26 feet 4 inches, while the tail rotor 
has a diameter of 4 feet 3 inches.  The fixed airfoil 
surfaces consist of upper and lower vertical stabilizers 
for directional stability in forward flight and a 
stabilizer canted 25 degrees up from horizontal to provide 
longitudinal stability and a more level cabin attitude in 
forward flight.  The flight control system is a fully 
reversible mechanical system with no hydraulic boost.  The 
flight control system includes full sets of flight controls 
for both front cockpit positions.  The two sets of controls 
are mechanically interconnected.  A set of spring actuators 
provides 4-way cyclic trim, and friction adjustments are 
provided on the pilot’s flight controls.  The trim system 
is also designed to eliminate longitudinal control force 
feedback from the main rotor.  A more complete description 
of the TH-6B helicopter can be found in the USNTPS 
Operator’s Manual (USNTPS, 1997).  USNTPS has six TH-6B 
helicopters, four of which incorporate sensitive 
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instrumentation packages, which include a 6-foot sensitive 
airspeed boom on the right landing gear skid. 
OH-58 
 The OH-58C helicopter is a single engine, single main 
rotor helicopter originally designed for the observation 
mission.  A diagram of the OH-58C is shown in Figure A-3.  
The helicopter is designed to be flown by a single pilot, 
and has a crew of one or two in the forward cabin.  The 
aircraft can carry two passengers, cargo or mission 
equipment in the rear cabin compartment.  The skid type 
landing gear is designed for use on prepared and unprepared 
surfaces.  The fuselage bulkheads structurally support the 
landing gear.  The landing gear consists of two lateral 
curved crosstubes and two longitudinal skid tubes.  A steel 
skid attached to the lower portion of the vertical fin is 
provided for additional tail rotor protection during tail-
low landings.  The helicopter is powered by a T63-A-720 gas 
turbine engine installed aft of the main rotor in an 
overhead compartment.  The engine is capable of producing 
420 shaft horsepower under standard-day sea level 
conditions, but is transmission limited to 317 shaft 
horsepower.  The OH-58’s transmission is mounted on the 
cabin roof deck forward of the engine.  The transmission 
provides power to the main rotor and powers the tail rotor 
during autorotations through the engine mounted 
freewheeling unit.  The helicopter is equipped with dual 
flight controls that incorporate a hydraulic boost system 
to reduce the required control forced.  The single main 
rotor of the OH-58 is a twin bladed underslung teetering 
rotor with a diameter of 35 feet 4 inches and a chord of 13 
inches.  The main rotor mast connects the rotor to the 
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transmission.  Because of the teetering hinge on the main 
rotor, and the absence of a hinge spring, the main rotor of 
the OH-58 is susceptible to the phenomena of “mast bump”.  
“Mast bump” occurs when the root end of the rotor contacts 
the rotor mast, and can happen during low “G” or aggressive 
maneuvering.  Although there are bumpers placed on the 
rotor root to minimize the damage, “mast bump” can cause 
the catastrophic failure of the rotor mast, which would 
result in destruction of the aircraft.  The tail rotor is a 
twin bladed teetering assembly that uses a delta-three 
hinge for flapping control.  The tail rotor has a diameter 
of 5 feet 2 inches and a chord of 5 inches.  A more 
complete description of the OH-58 can be found in the U.S. 
Army Operator’s Manual (U.S. Army, 1989).  USNTPS has four 
OH-58 aircraft, two of which have sensitive instrumentation 
installed that includes a nine-foot airspeed boom mounted 
under the chin of the helicopter on the right side. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The sensitive instrumentation systems on USTNPS 
helicopters were installed by Naval Air Warfare Center – 
Aircraft Division’s Test Article Preparation Department.  
The instrumentation systems all record parameters to 8mm 
videotape using a proprietary Pulse-Code Modulation scheme 
originally designed by Westinghouse.  All parameters are 
recorded concurrently at a 10-Hertz data rate when the 
system is activated.  The sensitive instrumentation systems 
differ only in the location of the airspeed boom and the 
type and location of instruments in the cockpit.  All 
USTNPS helicopter systems record: 
-Pitch, roll, Yaw rates from sensitive rate gyros 
-Pitch & roll attitude from sensitive gyros 
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-Heading from aircraft gyrocompass 
-Nz from sensitive loadmeter 
-Control positions (fore & aft cyclic, collective, 
pedals) from installed control position transducers 
-Airspeed, barometric altitude, Angle-of-Attack, 
sideslip angle, and sensitive Outside Air Temperature 
from instruments on the installed sensitive airspeed 
boom. 
In addition, the instrumentation on the UH-60 
helicopters records the position of the pilot assist 
servomotor actuators.  The sensitive instrumentation on all 
USNTPS helicopters also derives data for pitch, roll and 
yaw, acceleration and rate of climb from the data streams 
for pitch, roll, and yaw rate and barometric altitude. 
DATA REDUCTION 
The data recorded with the sensitive instrumentation 
systems are translated through a Westinghouse computer into 
usable data.  The Westinghouse computer de-modulates the 
Pulse-Code Modulated signal that was recorded on 8mm 
videotape and can present the data on a video display 
screen, or can print strip charts of the data.  The data 
can also be output as an ASCII file that can be imported 
into proprietary TPS data reduction software or imported 
into MATLAB.  MATLAB is a commercial computer program that 
performed mathematical computing and data visualization 
functions.  In the USNTPS rotary wing syllabus the TPS data 
reduction software is used for time-history graphs of data, 
while MATLAB is used primarily to perform fast-Fourier 
transforms on data. 
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FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
USNTPS has a flight simulator for handling qualities 
and systems performance modeling.  The flight simulator is 
a fixed base model that can support both fixed and rotary-
wing flight models through its re-configurable glass 
cockpit display and an electric control loader, which 
changes the mechanical characteristics for the flight 
controls in six axes. 
The cockpit enclosure was designed and built by NAWCAD 
personnel.  The electric control loader was developed by 
Simulation and Control Technologies Inc., and supports 
conventional helicopter and fixed-wing flight controls and 
a 3-axis sidestick controller.  All simulation data is 
shared across a VME bus using an SBS/Bit3 shared memory 
architecture.  Three large screen monitors allow a 60-
degree field of view of the visual environment.  This out-
the-window scene is rendered by a Silicon Graphics Onyx 
using an Infinite Reality graphics subsystem.  Switches and 
lights are routed through a Computer Products, Inc. analog-
to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, and 
then sent to the Bit3 data pool. 
The aircraft models used in the simulator were 
designed by using Simulink, a graphical control design 
system from Mathworks.  Specific aircraft models can be 
easily imported into this format.  Aircraft models are run 
at over 100Hz in an interpretive mode, which allows for 
quick reconfiguration.  By pushing a button on the control 
stick, the simulation will record all data from the control 
loader and flight model, allowing immediate viewing and 
discussion.  Matlab, also from Mathworks, is the software 
that allows USNTPS to control and present this data. 
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The visual scene is rendered using MultiGen/Paradigm's 
Vega toolkit.  This programmable interface maintains all 
the objects, players, and views in the out-the-window view.  
GLStudio from DISTI, Inc. is used to display the heads-down 
instrumentation.  Many other locally written support 
applications also exist to make the simulation operate 
correctly.  Some examples of these are A/D and D/A 
collection routines, shared memory interface routines, and 
the heads-up display system 
FACILITIES 
USNTPS is located on Naval Air Station Patuxent River, 
Maryland.  Helicopter flight test is performed at the NAS 
Patuxent River airfield and at a secondary outlying 
airfield at OLF Webster.  NAS Patuxent River is very busy 
with fixed-wing flight test so a great deal of helicopter 
flight test is performed at OLF Webster.  OLF Webster is 
also home to the Unmanned Air Vehicle development program 
and some sensitive data collection systems.  These 
sensitive programs severely limit access to the base, and 
effectively prevent the use of ground observers or 
assistants at OLF Webster.  The security restrictions and 
the operational requirements of the Unmanned Air Vehicles 
also severely limit the amount of ground course development 
or set-up that can be performed at OLF Webster.  NAS 
Patuxent River does not have as stringent security 
requirements as OLF Webster, but the airfield must support 
a wide variety of users, and establishment of a permanent 
ground course or structure on the airfield requires high-
level approval.  NAS Patuxent River does have three 
concrete pads designed for helicopters to perform slope 
landings.  Inclined at 6º, 9º, and 12º, these pads are set 
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off to the side of the airfield so that aircraft performing 
landings on them de not impact runway operations. 
NAS Patuxent River and the Naval Air Warfare Center – 
Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) have substantial engineering 
capabilities.  They can design and manufacture almost any 
fixture or structure required to support flight test.  
While that capability exists, the budgetary structure of 
NAWCAD requires that each project pay not only for the 
actual design and manufacturing performed, but also for a 
portion of the engineering organization’s overhead costs.  
This makes their support very expensive to any project not 
fully funded within the Department of Defense budget, and 
drives most of their work out of the reach of an unfunded 
USNTPS syllabus change.  It was therefore determined that 
any work on structures or support equipment would have to 
be performed by USNTPS flight instructors in their spare 
time. 
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4. EXERCISE DEVELOPMENT 
ADS-33 contains requirements that use the traditional 
test methods used with MIL-H-8501A.  This forces the rotary 
wing syllabus to continue to teach the traditional handling 
qualities flight tests, while adding events for the new 
test techniques from ADS-33.  In looking at the rotary wing 
syllabus, it was decided that the greatest opportunity for 
inserting ADS-33 practical experience came in the Low-
Airspeed exercise.  Traditional MIL-H-8501A Low-Airspeed 
testing uses many of the same techniques as forward flight 
handling qualities testing.  About 40% of the existing low-
airspeed exercise was repeating the exact same techniques 
taught in forward flight exercises.  The low-airspeed 
exercise also fits well with ADS-33 since the majority of 
MTEs take place in the low-airspeed regime.  By modifying 
the Low-Airspeed Exercise to incorporate practical 
experience with ADS-33, the material could be added with 
little or no impact on the teaching of traditional test 
methods.  Students will be introduced to the traditional 
test techniques in the two forward flight exercises, and 
just sample the traditional techniques in the Low-Airspeed 
exercise.  The remainder of the Low-Airspeed exercise will 
be used to introduce the student to ADS-33 testing. 
Specifically, both MTE testing and control response 
testing (small-amplitude attitude changes, attitude 
quickness and large-amplitude attitude changes) will be 
performed in addition to the classical techniques for 
trimmed-flight control positions, critical azimuth 
determination, static stability, dynamic stability, and 




The academic portion of the syllabus was already 
providing substantial instruction in ADS-33 theory.  Many 
hours of classroom time were devoted to ADS-33, and the use 
of in-class simulation allowed the ideas behind the 
requirements to be thoroughly explored.  After reviewing 
the ADS-33 academic course and the goals of the Low-
Airspeed exercise it was decided that no changes needed to 
be made to the ADS-33 class, but that three hours of 
lectures on test techniques would be added.  The new class 
would be taught by a flight instructor and would focus on 
pilot techniques for effective test rather than the limits 
and requirements of ADS-33.  The material covered in this 
new class is shown in Appendix C.  The new class would also 
focus on the tests that would actually be performed in the 
re-designed low-airspeed exercise.  The three hours of ADS-
33 test technique lectures would replace the two hours of 
classical Low-Airspeed test technique lectures previously 
in the syllabus, for a net increase of one hour of lecture.  
This would be absorbed into the syllabus by removing a one 
hour study block from the schedule. 
AIRCRAFT CHOICE 
 To avoid the possibility of exciting resonant 
frequencies while performing frequency response testing, a 
simpler flight control system is better.  Flight control 
actuators and hydraulic pumps may have resonant frequencies 
that could be excited while doing a frequency sweep.  
Systems with greater complexity not only have a greater 
number of possible resonant frequencies, but prediction is 
much harder.  Even resonance that is not a safety issue in 
the test event could cause increased fatigue and premature 
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wear on the helicopter and its components.  Aircraft with 
high rotor rpm and only high-frequency structural modes are 
also desirable since that pushes more resonant frequencies 
higher in the spectrum and allows a broader spectrum for 
the low-to-high frequency sweep. 
Another issue is the size of the available test area.  
Bigger aircraft require more room for test, particularly 
the Mission-Task Element testing.  The course for a smaller 
helicopter will take up less space, and have less of an 
impact on other users of the NAS Patuxent River complex. 
A third issue is aircraft availability.  Not only are 
less complex aircraft easier to fix, but also having more 
airframes of a particular type ensures that should one 
break there is a greater chance that another will be 
immediately available.  With a strict timeline for 
graduating the students, using the asset with the highest 
availability will avoid complications and ensure event 
completion. 
Fully articulated or rigid main rotor designs are more 
desirable than teetering or underslung designs.  The 
teetering design is susceptible to the phenomenon of “mast 
bump” in which the rotor mount contacts the mast with the 
potential to cause catastrophic damage.  While this usually 
only occurs while maneuvering under less than 1 ‘G’ load 
factors, the potential remains in any test for the aircraft 
to reach these conditions while trying to recover from a 
loss of control.  A fully articulated or rigid rotor design 
will provide a greater margin of safety by ensuring a 
higher likelihood of a safe aircraft recovery after a loss 
of control incident. 
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Based on these criteria, the TH-6B was selected as the 
aircraft for the ADS-33 exercise.  With a purely mechanical 
flight control system and high rotor rpm, resonant 
frequencies are not predicted below 2 hertz.  The 
simplicity of the airframe and the fact that there are more 
instrumented TH-6Bs in the USNTPS inventory that any other 
helicopter means that availability of the aircraft is 
better than any other model.  The TH-6B is also small and 
maneuverable, taking less space for the maneuvers.  Its 
fully articulated rotor head also give a larger flight 
envelope without fear of loss of control, especially as 
compared to the OH-58 with its teetering rotor head.  Also 
in the TH-6B’s favor was the availability of an H-6 
simulator model from NASA Ames Research Facility.  This 
allowed the USNTPS simulator to accurately model the 
aircraft. 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
The simulator was selected for frequency sweeps and 
attitude quickness tests.  These events are slightly higher 
risk than the others since they have a greater probability 
of leading to out of control flight if not performed 
correctly.  More importantly, both test methods are 
extremely stressful on the airframe, and these tests could 
cause premature fatigue and failure of the aircraft if 
actually performed the number of times required to train 
two classes every year. 
The pitch and roll axes were chosen as the axes of 
interest.  ADS-33 has more requirements on those axes than 
it does for yaw and heave, and the pitch and roll axes 
provide two axes for the students to evaluate, increasing 
their exposure to ADS-33 while still enabling the exercise 
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to fit into USNTPS time constraints.  In addition the 
larger operating envelope in the pitch and roll axes allows 
for more data points to be collected without running into 
aircraft limitations. 
It was found that a four-hour period in the simulator 
was sufficient to allow up to four students to complete all 
the data points.  The two test techniques, with data points 
in two axes, along with an evaluation of the UCE takes the 
average student about one hour to complete.  Since four 
hours are available each day for study or flying, this 
allows an entire class to be completed in the simulator in 
three or four days, freeing up the simulator for the other 
syllabuses, and causing a negligible impact on the 
curriculum length. 
In order to validate the accuracy of performing these 
tests in the simulator, a flight test was conducted to 
compare the actual aircraft results to those generated in 
the simulator.  In a single two-hour flight, the frequency 
response was determined in the TH-6B and compared to the 
frequency response of the simulator using the TH-6 flight 
model.  The two graphs, shown in Figures 13 and 14, show 
the data from the flight test and the results of the 
simulator, along with a Bode plot of the combination of the 
two sets of data. 
While the magnitude of the response in the aircraft 
was greater than the simulator model, the slopes matched up 
almost perfectly with less than 5% difference across the 
measured spectrum.  Since the bandwidth frequency for ADS-
33 is a function of slope, both data sets give the same 
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Longitudinal Control Bandwidth Comparison 
TH-6B Aircraft vs. Simulator 
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The frequency curves match very closely, with the 
simulator results showing a little scatter because the 
simulator had a difficult time with phase differences 
around ±180º.  Again, the bandwidths for the two data sets 
are almost identical.  There is some difference in the 
phase bandwidth results in the longitudinal axis for each 
individual frequency sweep in the aircraft, but by 
combining the data from four frequency sweeps, the 
differences become less than 5%.  This level of accuracy is 
certainly sufficient for an educational environment.  The 
evaluation pilots felt the differences between the aircraft 
and the simulator were small enough to warrant performing 
the frequency sweep wholly in the simulator. 
FLIGHT 
CHOICE OF MANEUVERS 
 Under ADS-33, operations in a Degraded Visual 
Environment (DVE) have different requirements from 
operations in a Good Visual Environment.  It would be 
desirable to provide students with some experience in DVE 
testing so they are exposed to the differences and the 
issues surrounding such testing.  Testing in an actual DVE, 
like night or bad weather operations, is unsatisfactory for 
safety reasons, so a simulated DVE must be used.  Switick 
suggests some ways to simulate a DVE during daylight 
conditions including FOGGLES, 20/40 prescription eyeglasses 
and Night Vision Goggle (NVG) Simulators (Switick, 1994).  
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In order to evaluate the suitability of Switick’s 
suggestions, the test team conducted flight tests with two 
of the suggested methods, pilot training glasses and 20/40 
prescription eyeglasses.  Pilot training glasses, made by 
FOGGLES Inc., are a set of fogged plastic eyewear with 
small clear windows in the bottom center of the field of 
view.  These pilot training glasses are designed to block 
views out the windscreen for use by pilots when simulating 
instrument conditions.  The clear window is designed to 
provide a view of the instrument panel, while the fogged 
plastic prevents the use of peripheral cues and out-the-
window views.  While the narrow field of view out the clear 
window does simulate the 30° – 45° field of view of most 
Night Vision Goggle systems, because it is oriented at the 
bottom of the pilot training glasses the field of view is 
difficult to use for external cueing.  Pilots must tilt 
their head back at an awkward angle to see out the cockpit, 
and this leads to easier disorientation and an altered 
“seat-of-the-pants” or proprioceptive sensation.  In 
addition, the view out the window had none of the detail 
loss usually experienced in DVE. 
Eyewear made to a 20/40 prescription was borrowed from 
another aviator.  While there are many variables that would 
be less than optimized by using eyeglasses made to someone 
else’s prescription, it was felt that since the eyewear to 
be used in the syllabus would be generically designed so 
all students could use the same prescription that these 
glasses would provide suitable approximation.  These 
glasses did provide the distortion and loss of detail in 
the external scene that is common in DVE, but eyestrain was 
significant.  In addition there was a noticeable recovery 
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period after removing the glasses before the eyes adapted 
to unaided sight.  The most disturbing flaw was that the 
glasses also distorted the view of the instrument panel, 
which rarely happens in an actual DVE.  This prevented 
accurate cross-check of aircraft instruments and would lead 
to degraded performance and has the potential to lead to an 
aircraft crash. 
There are several high-fidelity simulators that can 
simulate Night Vision Goggle systems, and there are systems 
such as the NITEPAQ-6 Night Vision Goggle Simulator made by 
Vision Technologies that can simulate NVG operation in the 
daylight.  These systems are rare and very expensive, 
either for purchase or lease.  While a NVG simulator for 
use in the aircraft would have potential uses in other 
parts of the USNTPS syllabus, their expense makes them 
unavailable in the current budgetary climate. 
Since no satisfactory method of simulating a DVE was 
found, it was decided to limit students to just a 
discussion of DVE testing and fly all events in daylight 
conditions and a UCE = 1.  The simulator does provide a DVE 
since it has a limited field of view and lacks a motion 
base, but those factors also make performing MTEs in the 
simulator of limited value since the results would not 
translate into the aircraft.  A quick demonstration of UCE 
determination was incorporated in the simulator session to 
give students practical experience in that technique. 
 Since testing of Large Amplitude aircraft response in 
ADS-33 is very similar to the tradition time domain control 
response testing, and step control inputs have been proven 
safe and effective in the aircraft, it was decided to 
perform large-amplitude control response testing in the 
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aircraft.  In order to limit the students exposure to 
hazardous conditions and to limit the data reduction 
workload, the limits to the size of the control input from 
the old time-domain low airspeed exercise were carried 
over.  The students performed step input control response 
testing at ¼ - inch intervals to a maximum cyclic input 
size of 2 inches, a maximum collective input of 1 inch, or 
a maximum directional control pedal input of ½ inch.  
Testing was performed in pitch, roll, and yaw.  The 
students then analyzed the pitch and roll responses both in 
the time domain and, for the largest recorded control 
input, against the requirements of ADS-33 for Large 
Amplitude response.  This proved to have no significant 
time change or increase in hazard over the previous low-
airspeed exercise.  
The ADS-33 method of determining the mid-term response 
to control inputs is very similar to the older time-domain 
method of determining long-term dynamic stability.  In both 
cases, the test method is to trim the aircraft and record 
the response to a natural disturbance from trim.  Both 
tests also allow for artificial excitation through a slow 
pulse-type control input.  Traditional testing does not 
specify a requirement for the artificial excitation input, 
but ADS-33 does require that the input be at a frequency 
below the bandwidth frequency determined in frequency sweep 
testing.  Since the methods match so closely, this test 
will be performed in the aircraft, with the ADS-33 test 
replacing the traditional long-term dynamic response test 
with no increase in event time requirements and no increase 
in student exposure to hazards. 
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The test for cross-coupling is also performed in the 
aircraft.  While the ADS-33 technique is different from the 
traditional MIL-H-8501A testing, it ties in to time-domain 
control response testing and results in a minimal increase 
in time requirements.  Instructor testing determined that a 
½ -inch cyclic input was the largest input that allowed for 
4 seconds of data to be collected before the aircraft 
reached its attitude limits.  As a result, a ½ -inch step 
input held for 4 seconds became the requirement for the 
student event.  This maintains the same safety buffer as 
the traditional control response testing.  The test is 
performed during the large-amplitude control response 
testing at the ½-inch cyclic input data point, which 
minimizes the time impact. 
In order to continue to provide instruction on 
traditional test techniques, the low-airspeed exercise 
still contains measurement of trimmed flight control 
positions, a determination of critical azimuth, and testing 
of low-airspeed static stability in the lateral and 
longitudinal axes.  This, in addition to the long-term 
dynamic response tested along with ADS-33 mid-term response 
and the control response tested along with ADS-33 large 
amplitude response, provides experience in all the major 
tests used in traditional time-domain low-airspeed handling 
qualities testing. 
The biggest change in the low-airspeed flights came 
from the inclusion of MTE testing.  Rather than let 
students determine their own mission-representative 
maneuvers, as had previously been the case, the students 
selected four MTEs to evaluate.  In order to limit the 
problem for repeatability and to ensure student safety, 
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seven of the ADS-33 MTEs were evaluated in the TH-6B by the 
USNTPS instructors and modified to provide sufficient 
safety margins for instructional use.  The students were 
allowed to select their four MTEs from the list of the 
seven MTEs evaluated by the instructors.  The seven MTEs 
all focused on low-airspeed handling qualities and included 
the hover, bob-up/bob-down, hovering turn, acceleration-
deceleration, sidestep, slope landing, and pirouette 
Mission Task Elements. 
There was concern in the planning stage that the high 
level of aggressiveness required to achieve Level 1 flying 
qualities in the ADS-33 Mission Task Elements would be too 
aggressive for students to perform safely.  USNTPS 
instructors evaluated the seven MTEs selected to be part of 
the low-airspeed exercise in order to ensure the adequacy 
of the ground marker set-up, and to verify that the student 
wouldn’t be too easily lured into exceeding aircraft limits 
while trying to accomplish the MTE.  Over the course of 
five flights, five rotary wing instructors evaluated the 
selected MTEs, the performance standards of ADS-33, and the 
ground course set-up for safety and suitability.  Due to 
space limitations in the area of the airfield the ground 
courses were located, the course used for both the sidestep 
and acceleration-deceleration MTEs was shorter than 
recommended by ADS-33.  This increased the probability that 
a student would exceed aircraft limitations in trying to 
achieve the attitudes and airspeeds required by ADS-33 in 
the restricted space.  It was also found that the slow 
engine response of the TH-6B made it very easy to approach 
or exceed engine and transmission limitations during 
maneuvers that required fast up-collective control inputs.  
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Because of these two findings, the MTEs for bob-up/bob-
down, acceleration-deceleration, and sidestep were modified 
for use in the low-airspeed exercise.  Specifically, the 
time to complete the bob-up/bob-down maneuver was increased 
from 10 seconds for desired performance and 15 seconds for 
adequate performance to 20 seconds for desired performance 
and 30 seconds for adequate performance.  The minimum 
airspeed for the acceleration-deceleration MTE was reduced 
from 50 knots to 30 knots to accommodate the shorter 
course.  The collective reduction that initiates the 
deceleration portion of the acceleration-deceleration MTE 
changed from full down collective in 3 seconds for desired 
performance and less than 30% of maximum in 5 seconds for 
adequate performance to less than 20 psi torque in 3 
seconds for desired performance and less than 30 psi torque 
in 5 seconds for adequate performance. (Maximum continuous 
torque limit for the TH-6B is 56 psi.)  The sidestep MTE 
was modified to remove any requirement for a minimum 
lateral speed, and changed the minimum recovery bank angle 
from 30º angle of bank to 25º angle of bank. 
While these modifications to the MTE parameters do 
reduce the requirements on the TH-6B, their benefits of 
increasing safety more than offset any problems caused.  
With relaxed aggressiveness, it is easier to achieve 
desired performance, and the aircraft is more likely to 
display Level 1 handling qualities.  Since the boundaries 
of the engineering tests were not modified, this may result 
in the aircraft exhibiting Level 1 handling qualities in an 
MTE, but Level 2 or even Level 3 handling qualities in 
engineering testing.  This is an acceptable outcome since 
it leads to a teaching point on the reconciliation of the 
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MTEs with engineering parameters.  The relaxed requirements 
also could lead to student belief that the TH-6B actually 
displays Level 1 handling qualities.  The MTE modifications 
were enough to minimize the chance that a student would 
exceed aircraft limits, but are still stringent enough that 
desired performance is not guaranteed.  Instructors found 
that under good conditions such as light aircraft weight 
and calm winds, the desired performance could be achieved, 
but that increased aircraft weight or higher winds could 
make desired performance difficult or even impossible to 
achieve.  The students also understand the limitations of 
the exercise, and due to exposure to other advanced 
helicopters in the rotary wing syllabus there is little 
chance of the students believing that the TH-6B is the gold 
standard for helicopter flying qualities. 
GROUND MARKER SET-UP 
 After approval from the airfield operations 
department, the courses for the MTEs were set up on the 
overrun of runway 02 at NAS Patuxent River.  This area was 
already used for tethered hover performance testing and had 
tethered hover ground fixtures and other obstacles that 
made it unusable for fixed wing aircraft.  Since the area 
was already used for tethered hover testing, the control 
tower and other airfield users were accustomed to operating 
with a helicopter performing low altitude testing in that 
area.  The airfield operations department’s only 
restriction was that the markers placed to denote the 
ground courses be removable or otherwise not interfere with 
any other potential testing that would use the same area. 
 A typical ADS-33 MTE course is set up using painted 
lines on the ground and traffic cones.  The expense of 
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purchasing traffic cones was greater than could be easily 
approved, but a search for cheaper alternatives found a 
local bakery that donated a large quantity of plastic 5-
gallon buckets.  With the addition of some ready-mix cement 
purchased at the local home-improvement center, these 
buckets were big enough to be easily seen from the aircraft 
and had enough weight to resist both wind and rotor 
downwash. In all, 96 buckets were required to set-up ground 
courses for all seven of the MTEs used in the exercise.  
Initially the buckets were used without any painted lines, 
to ensure the MTE ground course placement and dimensions 
would be satisfactory for the mission.  After some 
experience with the course, the locations of the buckets 
were marked so the course could be removed and later 
replaced, and some lines were painted on the ground to aid 
with aircraft orientation during MTEs.  All courses were 
initially established using the recommended procedures from 
ADS-33, with modifications to fit in the space available.  
The courses were then adjusted to provide adequate cueing 
to the pilot while minimizing the area they occupied. 
SIDESTEP AND ACCEL-DECEL 
 The course used for the acceleration-deceleration MTE 
and the sidestep MTE was based on the ADS-33 recommended 
course shown in Figure 15, with some modification.  The 
length of the course used for both MTEs is approximately 
385 feet, with bucket markers spaced about 35 feet apart 
along the length of the course.  The width of the course is 
defined by the buckets, placed 10 feet either side of 
centerline to mark the desired performance limits and 15 
feet from centerline for the adequate performance limits. 
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Figure 15 
Sidestep/Accel-Decel MTE Course 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
Additional buckets are placed on the side boundaries 
at 15 feet and 30 feet from each end to provide additional 
cueing for stopping the helicopter.  These also correspond 
to the desired and adequate performance limits of the hover 
position at the end of the acceleration-deceleration MTE.  
(The limits are one half the aircraft length and the 
aircraft length, while the TH-6B has an overall length of 
30 feet 4 inches.)  The end lines at each end of the course 
have three additional bucket markers on each side, to 
extend the line out and make it more visible to the crew 
while coming to a hover. 
HOVER 
 The course used for the hover MTE was based on the 
ADS-33 recommended course shown in Figure 16, with some 
modification. The hover MTE requires that the maneuver be 
started with a hover taxi at 45 to the aircraft heading and 
a groundspeed between 6 and 10 knots.  Markers are placed 
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Figure 16 
Hover MTE Course 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
on the 45 bearing line, far enough from the helicopter that 
they can be seen by the pilot throughout the hover taxi.  
There are four rows of markers, each row consisting of four 
buckets, with two rows indicating the desired performance 
of 3 feet either side of the taxi bearing, and the other 
two rows marking the adequate performance limits of 6 feet 
either side of the taxi bearing. 
 The actual hover position is marked on the right side 
of the aircraft.  These markers are visible from the pilot 
station while established in the hover and denote the 
longitudinal drift limits.  The four rows of three buckets 
each show the desired performance limits of 3 feet in front 
of and behind the hover position, and the adequate 
performance limits of 6 feet forward and back of the hover 
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position.  Short painted lines with the same spacing on the 
left side of the aircraft allow the instructor to determine 
drift without having to look across the cockpit. 
 At the hover position the vertical and lateral drift 
are measured using a target board set-up modified from the 
system used by NASA Ames and shown in Figure 17.   
An orange target located 75 feet from the hover 
position is held steady within the borders of a background 
board located 125 feet from the hover position.  The 
background board is 8 feet vertically and 12 feet 
horizontally, with the bottom edge on the ground.  The 
background board is painted black, with a smaller rectangle 
painted white in the center of the board.  This smaller 
white rectangle indicates desired performance when the 
orange target appears within it, and is 4 feet vertically 
and 6 feet horizontally.  The orange target board is 1 foot 
6 inches in the vertical dimension and 2 feet 7 inches in  
 
Figure 17 
Hover Board Diagram 
(from Hart and Reynolds, 1996) 
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the horizontal dimension, and is mounted on a stand to put 
the center 6 feet off the ground.  This provides the 
appropriate geometry for a 4-foot hover in a TH-6B, as 
measured at the landing gear.  When the target is seen 
against the white background, the helicopter is within the 
desired performance parameters, and when the target is seen 
to touch the black background the helicopter is between the 
desired and adequate performance limits.  If the target 
does not appear to overlap the background board, the 
helicopter is outside the adequate performance limits. 
BOB-UP/BOB-DOWN 
While ADS-33 suggests using a the course shown in 
Figure 18, the bob-up/bob-down MTE starts from the same 
hover position as the hover MTE, so the same course is 
used.  An additional set of lines, about 3 feet long and 
perpendicular to the helicopter’s heading, are painted on 
the right side of the course, 10 feet ahead and 10 feet 
behind the desire hover position.  The desired tolerance of 
6 feet longitudinal drift is indicated by sets of bucket 
markers (the adequate performance limits from the Hover 
MTE), while the painted lines indicate the adequate 
tolerances.  The hover board used in the Hover MTE is used 
for vertical and horizontal drift during the hover that 
starts and ends the MTE.  Unlike the ADS-33 recommendation 
there is no marker for the higher hover position since 
location on the airfield and the requirement to be 
removable made a marker impractical.  The pilot uses the 
radar altimeter to ensure the high hover position is at 
least 40 feet AGL.  After one or two trial runs, most 




ADS-33 Bob-up/Bob-down MTE Course 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
without reference to the radar altimeter by using external 
visual cues. 
 The lack of a marker for the high hover position does 
introduce some variability into the test, especially when 
results from different pilots are compared.  Since 
different pilots may use different altitudes, the overall 
time required to complete the maneuver may vary enough to 
change the flying qualities Level observed.  Unfortunately, 
there is no solution to this problem within the physical 
and budgetary restrictions of the project. 
PIROUETTE 
 The course for the Pirouette MTE is a 100-foot radius 
circle, as shown in Figure 19.  An existing 2-foot by 2-
foot metal plate that covered the tethered hover anchor 
serves as the center of the circle.  Bucket markers are 
placed on a 100-foot circle every 45 degrees to provide  
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Figure 19 
Pirouette MTE Course 
(from ADS-33D, 1994) 
 
 
pilot reference.  There are also two yellow circles painted 
on the ground around the same center point with 90-foot and 
110-foot radii to indicate the desired performance 
tolerances of +/- 10 feet.  There are two red circles 
painted around the same center with radii of 85 feet and 
115 feet to indicate the adequate performance limits of +/- 
15 feet.  The pilot determines altitude and vertical 
deviations from the helicopter’s radar altimeter. 
EXERCISE VALIDATION 
 Five simulator events and six aircraft flights were 
conducted with USNTPS rotary wing instructors to validate 
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the proposed exercise.  The instructors flew with another 
instructor and performed all the proposed maneuvers.  The 
results were used to ensure that the proposed maneuvers 
could be completed safely by students.  The instructors 
suggested the modifications to the ADS-33 MTE requirements 
to allow for safer aircraft operation and to accommodate 
the physical limitations of the test area.  
 The new syllabus was then reviewed by the staff of 
USNTPS for safety and effectiveness and was accepted.  The 
results of the first class of students to complete the new 
exercise were closely examined, and feedback reports from 
the students were collected.  The student comments were all 
favorable in regards to the practical experience with ADS-
33.  
It was observed that most pilots had difficulty 
maintaining precise position and a consistent frequency 
sweep while performing the low-frequency portion of the 
frequency sweep.  While the simulator certainly 
demonstrated the difficulty of the task, many students 
still had a false sense of the difficulty of the maneuver 
since they blamed the poor visual cueing of the simulator 
rather than the task itself.  It was decided to incorporate 
a low frequency sweep into the aircraft flight to provide 
experience in this difficult piloting task.  A maximum 
frequency of 1 Hertz was established to minimize stress on 
the airframe.  This frequency was half of the 2-Hertz 
envelope cleared in previous flight test and used in the 
simulator, which should provide adequate margin for safety 
and aircraft longevity.  Since frequency data was already 
gathered in the simulator, this event was included solely 
to provide hands-on experience with frequency-sweep 
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techniques in the aircraft in order to provide prospective 
test pilots with the knowledge to adequately plan and 
prepare for actual testing.  A series of instructors 
evaluated this event, determining that a hover altitude of 
35 feet provided the optimum balance between being high 
enough to avoid accidental ground contact and being low 
enough to have good visual cuing of drift over the ground. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
With the ever-increasing use of ADS-33 in rotary wing 
flight test, there is a greater need for a permanent ADS-33 
MTE ground course at the NAS Patuxent River complex.  NAS 
Patuxent River is the primary test facility for U.S. Navy, 
U.S. Marine Corps, and U.S. Coast Guard rotary wing 
aircraft, and the absence of a permanent ground course 
limits test programs in performing MTE testing.  The USNTPS 
ground course established for this project can be used by 
other helicopters, but it is optimized for the TH-6B and is 
limited to only seven MTEs.  It would be of great benefit 
for the NAS Patuxent River complex to establish a permanent 
ground course for ADS-33 MTE testing.  This would require 
careful planning to allow maximum compatibility with all 
the other evolutions that occur on and around the airfield, 
and a commitment of money and resources to complete 
construction. 
While a more advanced simulator or newer aircraft 
would provide benefit to the entire USNTPS syllabus, the 
greatest improvements to the Low-Airspeed exercise would be 
in improving cues in MTE testing.  Vertical drift cuing has 
the most room for improvement, with requirements for a high 
hover height indicator for the Bob-up/Bob-down MTE and a 
height indicator for the Pirouette MTE.  The use of ground 
observers would also provide realistic training, but 
requires a course set up that allows for safe and effective 
observation of the MTE. 
The new low-airspeed exercise has been met with 
nothing but good comments from both students and 
instructors.  By requiring students to both plan and 
execute actual ADS-33 testing, the students gain a much 
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deeper understanding of the process and pitfalls of ADS-33 
testing.  This knowledge will greatly increase the 
student’s effectiveness at planning and executing actual 
ADS-33 testing.  The new Low-Airspeed exercise provides the 
required training with no loss in instruction, minimal 
schedule impact, and for a very minute cost.  Completed 
largely through the off-duty efforts of a few USNTPS 
instructors, this project displays creative problem solving 
and keeps the U.S. Naval Test Pilot School at the forefront 
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USNTPS Rotary Wing Curriculum  
 
FLIGHT AND REPORT SYLLABUS 
Rotary Wing (Pilots/Engineers) 
WEEK EXERCISE AIRCRAFT(1) BRIEFS(2) FLIGHTS(3) REPORT(4,5) 
2-8 RW Acft Fam(3) 
UH-60/ TH-6/ 
C-12 
4 9(3) - 
2 Intro to Perf Testing - 1 - - 
2 Instrumentation - 1 - - 
2 
Specifications and Test & 
Evaluation Master Plans 
- 1 - - 
4 P-3 Fam Brief - 1 - - 
4-6 Cockpit Eval TBD 1 - Partial RTR
4-6 Perf Demo OH-58/TH-6 1/1 1 Daily(5) 
4-6 Radar Sim TPS Sim - -/1 - 
4-10 Integrated Sys Demo P-3 1 1 Daily(5) 
5 Risk Assessment - 1 - - 
5 Jet Orientation T-2/T-38 1 0(1) - 
5-8 Tethered Hover Demo UH-60 1 1(0) Daily(5) 
5-11 ILS/FDS Eval C-12 2/1 1/0 
Informal 
Oral 
5-40 Instrument Proficiency (7) Any - 6(0) - 
6-8 Engine Assessment Group 1 - - 
6-9 Hover/Vert Climb Eval Group 1/1 2/Team Daily(5) 
7 
Intro to Flying Qualities 
Testing  
- 1 - - 
7-8 Intro to Qual Eval - 3 - - 
8-11 Qual Eval I Demo/Eval Group 1/1 1 Partial RTR
10-
13 
Level Flt Perf Group 1/1 1/Team RTR 
11-
23 





Height Velocity Diagram Demo OH-58 1/1 1 Daily(5) 
12-
16 
Climb & Descent Perf Group 1/1 1/Team 
Informal 
Oral 
14 ONE WEEK BREAK 
15-
16 
Night Vision Lab - 1 - - 
15-
16 
Workload Ratings - 1 - - 
15-
21 





Table B-1 (continued) 
 
 
WEEK EXERCISE AIRCRAFT(1) BRIEFS(2) FLIGHTS(3) REPORT(4,5) 
16-
20 
Flight Controls Description TBD 3/1 - Special 
17-
23 
FW Perf Demo and Stalls C-12 1 1 Daily(5) 
18 Long FQ Intro - 2 - - 
18-
21 
Long Stab Demo(9) Learjet 1 1(0) - 
18-
21 
Perf Progress Check H-58/TH-6 1 1 - 
19-
23 
Long F.Q. Demo Group 1 1 - 
20-
23 
RW VSS I NSH-60 1 1(0) Daily(5) 
20-
23 
RW VSS Demo NSH-60 1 0 (1) Daily(5) 
21-
23 
Tech Eval Group 1 - Formal Oral
21-
23 
Lat-Dir Demo(9) Learjet 1 1(0) - 
21-
28 
Multiengine Demo(8) P-3 1 1(0) Daily(5) 
21-
27 
Long F.Q. Eval Group 1/1 2/Team Partial RTR
24-
25 
TWO WEEK BREAK 
26 Safety Standdown - - - - 
26 Refresher Fam Group - 1(0) - 
26 Lat-Dir F.Q. Intro - 2 - - 
26-
31 
RW VSS 2 NSH-60 1 1(0) Daily(5) 
27 Asym Power Intro - 1 - - 
27-
31 
Lat-Dir F.Q. Demo/Eval Group 1/1 2 RTR 
28 A/G Radar Sim TPS Simulator 1 0/1 - 
28-
36 






Table B-1 (continued) 
 
 
WEEK EXERCISE AIRCRAFT(1) BRIEFS(2) FLIGHTS(3) REPORT(4,5) 
      
30-
34 
AFCS Eval TBD 2 1/Team 
Informal 
Oral 
31 Low A/S FQ Intro - 2 - - 
32-
36 
S & C Review(9) Learjet 1 1(0) - 
32-
36 
S & C Overview(9) Learjet 1 0(1) - 
32-
36 
Radar Eval NSH-60 1 1/Team Partial RTR
33-
36 
Low A/S FQ Demo/Eval Group 1/1 2 RTR 
35 Adv FCS Lectures - 6 - - 
35-
38 
Adv FCS Intro/Demo Lab TPS Sim 1 0/1 - 
35-
40 
Qual Eval 2 TBD 1 1 Message 
36-
39 
Adv FCS Design Lab TPS Sim 1 0/1 - 
27-
47 
Soaring X-26 2 7(0) Daily(5) 
37 FIELD TRIP 
38-
42  





Adv FCS Demo/Eval  Learjet 3 1(0) - 
38-
42 Adv FCS Case Study - 1 - - 
39-
43  
Qual Eval 3 (Float) OH-58 1 1 Daily(5) 
40-
47  
FW Long FQ Demo C-12 1 1 Daily(5) 
42-
46  
DT-IIA Exercise  TBD 1/1 4/Team RTR 
45-
47  
Qual Eval 4  TBD 1 1 - 
45-
47 
Qual Eval X TBD 1 1 - 
48 GRADUATION 







































a. These class notes are used to supplement the three hours of lecture. A formal 
exercise brief will follow. Here is a "heads up" on what is designed to follow. 
 
b. Schedule - Three hours of lecture; one 1.0 hour flight brief; one 1.0 hour 
simulator flight; one 2.0 hour introduction/evaluation flight; and one 1.5 hour 
exercise flight in the TH-6B. 
 
c. Test Plan - Team test plan required 4 days after exercise brief. 
 
d. Report - Individual partial RTR. 
 
e. References - Read the hover and low airspeed section of Chapter 8 of the 




a. Low airspeed flying qualities are extremely important since a majority of, 
and the most significant of, the helicopter missions are flown in this regime. 
For example: 
 
(1) NOE operations to include observation, troop transport and 
resupply, and weapons delivery 
 
(2) Vertical replenishment (VERTREP) 
 
(3) Strike rescue involving hoisting 
 
(4) ASW sonar dipping 
 
(5) Assault support including external cargo lifts, rappelling, and 
special patrol insertion/extraction (SPIE) rigging 
 
(6) Launch and recovery of all missions 
 
b. The hover regime is defined by ADS-33D as up to 15 knots. The low 




c. In this regime, flying qualities are observed in all axes at winds from all 
relative azimuths. 
 
d. The characteristics of interest as per ADS-33D are: 
 
(1) Mission tasks to identify possible problem areas 
 
(2) Trimmed flight control positions (to include critical azimuth 
determination) 
 
(3) Frequency response 
 
(4) Attitude quickness 
 
(5) Large-amplitude pitch (roll) attitude changes 
 




(8) Controller characteristics 
 
However, classical flight testing used some of these and other test techniques to 
evaluate low-airspeed flying qualities. These are listed in FTM 107, chapter 8. 
They are: 
 
(1) Mission tasks to identify possible problem areas 
 
(2) Trimmed flight control positions (to include critical azimuth 
determination) 
 
(3) Static stability in both the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes 
 
(4) Long-term dynamic response 
 
(5) Control response 
 
On this exercise, you will be exposed to both methods of evaluation, but your 
data will be as per ADS-33D. On DT-II, you will use classical methods and 
your data will be per FTM 107. 
 
e. One fundamental problem is the difficulty in obtaining accurate airspeed 
information. Accurate airspeed information is needed for fire control solutions, 
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navigation systems, advanced flight control systems, and for flight test 
documentation. Hence, the use of a pace vehicle or some air data system such 
as OADS, LASSIE or LORAS is often required. 
 




a. Utilizes calibrated anemometer or fifth wheel to provide accurate low 
airspeed information. 
 
b. Requires light or calm winds to obtain satisfactory data. 
 
c. Anemometer is affected by rotor downwash if helicopter hovers too close to 
pace vehicle. 
 
d. Fifth wheel does not account for ambient winds, however is used at RWATS 




a. Operations usually schedules runway 2/20 for exclusive use during low 
airspeed flight; however, an off duty runway can also be used if 2/20 is not 
available or the winds favor it. 
 
b. Brief pace truck crew on order of flight and ensure they obtain UHF radio 
from ground electronics maintenance division (GEMD x-3881). 
 
c. When airborne request exclusive use of runway. Tower will instruct you to 
go to secondary frequency (340.2). 
 
d. Contact the pace vehicle, call sign "PACE TRUCK", and position him as 
desired on the runway. 
 
e. Position the helicopter downwind of the pace vehicle on the opposite side of 
the runway. Ensure the pilot at the controls has the best view of the pace 
vehicle. DO NOT FLY CROSS-COCKPIT OR LOOKING OVER YOUR 
SHOULDER. In a crosswind you will find that it is not possible to accomplish 
both of these requirements and fly both directions on the runway. 
 
f. When the pace truck calls stable on speed, he will give a wind correction.  
Adjust your heading to obtain the desired relative azimuth.  Combine runway 
heading, anemometer azimuth and desired relative wind azimuth to arrive at the 




g. Points to remember: 
 
(1) Follow a logical build up approach. 
 
(2) Utilize your copilot to attain/maintain the desired heading and to 
determine HQR tolerance performance. 
 
(3) IMPORTANT: Base HQR's on the task of hovering in a head/cross/tail 
wind, not on maintaining position on the truck, e.g. maintaining a desired 
attitude or heading +/- tolerance. 
 
(4) Take advantage of the wind. (i.e. high speed points flown into wind, 
low speed points when flown downwind) 
 
III. TRIMMED FLIGHT CONTROL POSITIONS 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. TFCP are evaluated in level flight up to the sideward/rearward limits of the 
aircraft. Power adjustment is the element that makes this evaluation different 
from static stability. Therefore, control positions vary with the degree of 
collective coupling as well as the effects of airspeed. Think about direction of 
tail rotor thrust and need for increasing pedal with increasing sideward flight as 
a result of reduced tail rotor angle of attack.  (Remember, not all tail rotors are 
created equal, in power or direction of thrust.) 
 
b. Considerations during the test (similar to trim control positions in forward 
flight) include: 
 
(1) Control margins (the bottom line) 
 
(2) Ease of stabilization (trimmability) 
 




(5) Power variations 
 
(6) Control coupling 
 




(8) Vibrations (VAR) 
 
c. TFCP are evaluated by establishing steady level flight using the pace vehicle. 
Observe all control positions, workload and any other pertinent parameter listed 
above, incrementally vary relative wind speed and direction up to the limits of 
the aircraft. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. No relative motion between helicopter and pace vehicle. 
 
b. Stabilized, unaccelerated flight for 15 seconds prior to recording data. 
 
c. No vertical climb/descent 
 
d. Rotor speed +/- 1. 
 




a. Use airspeed build up and start with easier azimuths. 
 
b. The copilot should monitor operation closely as a safety pilot because the 
helicopter will be close to the ground and support personnel. 
 
c. Caution: The pilot's FOV along the flight path will be reduced or eliminated. 
 
d. Emergency procedures for engine failure, etc. must be briefed. Turning the 
nose into the direction of flight should be discussed and planned for. 
 
e. Knock-it-off points must be established. 
 
f. Procedures for recovery to a hover briefed each time. Normally, we turn the 
nose into the wind prior to beginning to decel. This is especially important for 
rearward flight. If you try to decel by lowering the nose, it is possible that the 
horizontal elevator will suddenly have lots of dynamic pressure under it and 
lower the nose further than you planned or can recover from. 
 
g. All participants must maintain spatial awareness and conduct test operations 
clear of airport hazards and traffic. 
 




a. Plots required - Trimmed control positions at constant wind speed. 
 
b. Plot all controls and the appropriate attitudes with respect to relative wind 
azimuth, as depicted in the example. 
 
c. Format standardization will be - top of plot should indicate aft, right and up; 
opposite for lower ordinate. Left abscissa indicates aft and left. 
 
d. Control position variation may be indicated by a vertical bar through the data 
point. This shows the range of control travel that occurred during the hover. 
 
e. Headers include method (pace vehicle), configuration, pressure altitude, 
OAT, rotor speed, weight, center of gravity, height and ambient winds. 
 
f. The primary consideration for TFCP testing is whether control margins were 
satisfactory (typically greater than 10, however, control margin does not equal 
control power. Still, it is used that way quite often.). Other data (excursions, 
ease of stabilization, attitudes, coupling, vibrations, etc) may be included so 
long as they do not support a deficient characteristic.  If these characteristics 
are deficient, a separate paragraph is required as will be discussed in the next 
section. 
 
g. TFCPs become more relevant when related to hovering in high winds and 
during transition tasks such as takeoffs, landings and lateral flight. 
 
5. Conclusions. The primary conclusion of TFCP should be whether sufficient 
margins were available throughout the range of wind speeds/azimuths evaluated.  If 
a margin problem is identified, a specific critical azimuth conclusion stating the 
azimuths at which the margins were critical should also be reported. An example 
follows: 
 
A critical azimuth was identified at relative winds greater than 10 KTS 




IV. CRITICAL AZIMUTH 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. Critical azimuth testing is essentially an extension of the TFCP investigation. 
 
b. As mentioned previously, critical azimuth(s) is primarily that azimuth and 
wind velocity which produces the most reduced control margin in any of the 
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controls.  Ten percent is generally considered to be critical, however, the pilot 
should determine if this number is realistic. 
 
c. Additionally, critical azimuths can also be based on the following: 
 
(1) Adverse handling qualities 
 
(2) Objectionable vibrations 
 
(3) Trim discontinuities (noted as areas of high workload) 
 
(4) Control excursions/migrations 
 




(7) Adverse mechanical characteristics 
 
(8) Any adverse characteristic identified during your TFCP testing 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Same as TFCP test. 
 
b. If the critical azimuth is based on a handling characteristic, obtain 
quantitative and qualitative data to document. 
 
c. Use VAR scale to obtain qualitative data for vibrations. Note: Quantitative 
vibration data requires FM recording and acceleration sensors that are not 




a. Same as TFCP test. 
 
4. Analysis of Data 
 
a. Plots required 
 
(1) Trimmed control positions at constant wind speeds (from TFCP's) 
 




b. Plot pertinent data on polar plot. Denote HQR or other relevant information 
adjacent to each data point.  Clearly identify critical azimuth(s) and airspeeds 
and describe the nature of the criticality. 
 
c. Figure heading information should be the same as for TFCP's. 
 
d. Discuss the deficient characteristic and its affect on mission accomplishment. 
 
e. Mission relation includes shipboard launch and recoveries, hovering flight, 




a. As with TFCP's the conclusion should be based on the severity of the 
deficiency identified (i.e. Part I, II, or III). Subsequently a specific conclusion 
delineating the critical azimuth/speed and characteristic responsible should be 
reported. 
 
b. If more than one critical azimuth is identified and more than one 
characteristic is deemed responsible, separate paragraphs are required for each 
case. 
 
V. FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
 
1. Test technique 
 
a. Short-term-response to control inputs is measured in terms of the bandwidth 
of the frequency response of the aircraft. The frequency response is plotted on a 
Bode plot and the bandwidth and phase delay are computed from the plot. The 
desired range of frequencies is determined during the test planning process. 
Here at TPS, we will use a range of approximately 0.08 (really just a 12-second 
period) to 2.0 Hz. 
 
b. The frequency response data is collected while at a hover at a suitable 
altitude. The pilot at the controls (PAC) begins by moving the cyclic fore and 
aft at a rate of 0.08 Hz. This means that a full sinusoidal input will take 12 
seconds. This means that the pilot is moving the stick forward for 3 seconds. 
You can see that is a long time, so the input should be made very slowly to 
avoid a large-amplitude input. It is easy, especially in an aircraft like the TH-6, 
to get to an unusual attitude during the first input if you make it too large. 
However, it is very important to get the low frequency content. Audio cues for 
the timing are generally the preferred method. There are audio tapes that have 
an increasing cadence, or you can have your copilot count a cadence (and there 
are multiple ways of doing that). Here, the pilot-not-at-the-controls (PNAC) 
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will count a cadence by counting "one-thousand one, one thousand two, one 
thousand three." If the PAC goes forward for 3 counts, and then returns to the 
starting position in 3 counts and repeats that to the aft, it will come out to about 
0.08 Hz. This count to three will be repeated eight times so you can do two full 
cycles at the 12-second period. Then, the pilot will reduce it to "one thousand 
one, one thousand two" for several cycles, then just "one thousand one." You 
should increase the frequency at an appropriate rate. Try to increase at a slow 
pace, so do an 8 second period, a four second period etc. There's no hurry to get 
there. Other control inputs may be required to maintain a hover. The goal is to 
avoid periodic inputs. Try to make step inputs for your corrections. Periodic 
inputs may have an effect on the on-axis response that you are interested in if 
there is coupling. The goal is to reach 2.0 Hz, or two full sinusoidal inputs per 
second (the limit will be test specific). It is important to get the high-frequency 
content. This allows for a good definition of phase delay. Phase delay can be 
determined from a computed slope of a computed Bode plot, but you should try 
to get the real thing. Then return the aircraft to a stable hover. Some data 
reduction programs such as CIFER allow you to concatenate two or three 
frequency sweeps and get one Bode plot as a result. Starting and ending at a 
very stable hover makes this concatenation easier. There are a few things to 
remember. First, it is not necessary to increase the amplitude of the input as you 
increase the frequency. Second, it is important not to go beyond the approved 
frequency, i.e. 2 Hz. There may be structural reasons or flight clearance reasons 
or just safety reasons, but don't do it.  
 
c. For this exercise, during each low airspeed introduction simulator flight, the 
TPUI will execute a frequency sweep in the lateral and longitudinal axes. No 
collective or pedal frequency sweeps will be done. In a test program, multiple 
frequency sweeps would be normal in all required axes; however, a prototype 
aircraft finishes out its test life and then moves to a museum. We need these 
aircraft for your partners and then the next class.  Do not go out and practice 
frequency sweeps on TPS aircraft. You will do a frequency sweep in one axis 
in the TH-6B, but only up to 1 Hz. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Constant collective, pedals and constant off-axis cyclic as much as possible 
(some off-axis input may be inevitable). 
 




a. In a test program, thorough research must be conducted into the many 
possible modes of the aircraft in order to avoid problems. These are not just 
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structural modes, but rotor RPM governors, hydraulic pumps, flight control 
feedback loops, rotor interaction modes (tandem rotors). 
 
b. Start with sufficient altitude. But do it with good ground references.  
Remember you are trying to maintain a hover. Since the aircraft may reach 
some unusual attitudes, it is important to have sufficient ground clearance.  An 
unusual attitude practice should be completed prior to the start of the frequency 
sweep. 
 
c. As the pilot approaches the middle of the frequency range, there is a 
tendency to increase the amplitude of the input. This is not necessary and 
should be avoided. Try to set some maximum amplitude, i.e. plus or minus one-
half inch, and stick to it. We are not looking at the aircraft nose for its response. 
We have a data trace for that. As the frequency progresses, the amplitude of the 
response diminishes. Don't be fooled into making larger and larger inputs to try 
and make up for this. It is supposed to diminish. 
 
d. Practice is important. You can practice in a simulator, or you can practice in 
the aircraft with the hydraulics powered up but the engines and rotors static. 
Practice should be performed with the audio cueing that you are going to use. 
 
e. Build-up to your desired frequency. The first time you do this test, you 
shouldn't go out there and go right to you maximum frequency. One to 1.5 
Hertz is a good place to stop the first time. Also, have people on the ground to 
observe the helicopter. There may be things that the pilots are not aware of 
happening. A case in point is the OH-58D mast mounted sight. The first time a 
sweep was performed on the aircraft, the sight was oscillating wildly very 
quickly. Fortunately, the ground crew observed it right away and called “knock 
it off”. 
 
4. Analysis of data 
 
a. Bode plots 
 
(1) Phase delay as a function of frequency (log scale) 
 
(2) Magnitude (dB) as a function of frequency (log scale) 
 
b. Clearly indicate the phase and gain bandwidths, 6 dB gain margin and 
double 180-degree phase delay. 
 
c. Compute phase delay and determine bandwidth. Plot phase delay and 
bandwidth as per fig 1(3.3) in ADS-33D, using the applicable scale, i.e. pitch, 




d. The requirement for a 6 dB gain margin or 45-degree phase margin assures a 
sufficient margin from the neutral stability point. When considering the 
bandwidth, the aircraft mission is paramount. Tasks that are easier with a high 
bandwidth aircraft are slope landings, running landings, air-to-air and air-to-
ground tracking. A low bandwidth aircraft would feel more sluggish yet 
provide a smoother response. An aircraft can have too high of a bandwidth as 
you may have seen in the VSS. The aircraft becomes jittery and the only way to 
settle it down is to back out of the loop. Having to back out of the loop is a 
valid complaint against an aircraft control system because it becomes difficult 
to be very precise and it naturally feels odd.            . 
 
e. The other parameter of interest is the slope of the phase delay. An aircraft 
with a steep slope at or near the 180-degree phase shift is very unpredictable.  
A slight change in frequency produces a large change in phase delay. A shallow 
gradient there, or a low value for phase delay, would mean that the aircraft's 
handling qualities do not change dramatically as the pilot gets more into the 
loop. Flying an ILS in the daytime, your frequency content is probably 
relatively low and the amplitude of the inputs is large. Flying the same ILS at 
night in the weather, the frequency content goes way up and the amplitudes go 
way down. A shallow gradient of the Bode plot would mean that the aircraft is 
flying nearly the same both times.  Pilots can compensate for phase delay if the 
slope is shallow because they can apply a mental lead filter to the aircraft 
control system. 
 
5. Conclusions. Is the bandwidth right for the mission? Does the aircraft feel jittery 
and too responsive, or it is sluggish and unresponsive? Can the fleet pilot perform 
the flying tasks that this aircraft will be required to do and still be able to perform 
the target engagements, sling-load operations, hoist operations or whatever else is 
required? 
 
VI. ATTITUDE QUICKNESS 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. Attitude quickness is a time domain maneuver, but it was intended as an 
extension of the frequency response testing into larger amplitude inputs and to 
the attitude limits of the aircraft. The area of interest is 5 to 30 degrees in pitch 
and 10 to 60 degrees in roll. An aircraft is allowed to have a much lower 
bandwidth at larger amplitudes and attitude quickness came to be a measure of 
its agility. Attitude quickness looks at the parameters qpk/∆θ and ppk/∆Φ. 
 
b. A look at Figure 3(3.3) in ADS-33D shows a decreasing slope of peak 
angular rate to angular change. Thus, there is a relatively high performance 
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requirement for small attitude changes, which decreases with correspondingly 
larger changes. Notice that the specification lines do not go below 5 degrees 
pitch or 10 degrees roll since it is assumes that attitude changes this small are 
covered by the bandwidth criteria. 
 
c. ADS-33 does not specify a particular pilot technique. Its only requirement is 
that there not be a control reversal. The input should be crisp though, and 
nearly a step input. The input may have to be taken out right away to capture 
the smaller attitude changes, or it may have to be held in for a moment or two. 
The dashed line above is a good example of how to get a small attitude change. 
The peak rate is still high. The maximum attitude change that you can achieve 
with this may be limited, as seen from the plot on the right. You may need to 
do the dotted line type of input in order to get the larger attitude changes and 
the maximum rates.  You can see on the right that it provides large values for 
both. A ramping input like the solid line above will result in a large attitude 
change but a lower rate and possibly not meeting level one. It is incumbent 
upon the pilot to be as aggressive as he or she can in order to get to the 
performance limit of the aircraft. It is not an attitude capture task. An attitude 
should be targeted, but only in the most general sense, i.e. about 10 degrees, 
about 20 degrees, etc. You are truly interested on in the ratio of peak rate to 
attitude change.  However, an attitude should be captured, and it should be 
captured as aggressively as the helicopter will allow. The pilot should make an 
input of sufficient amplitude to cause a rapid change in attitude.  Then, the 
input should be removed by returning the control to the starting position or near 
it. ADS-33D specifically prohibits control reversals. A control reversal will 
have the effect of reducing the maximum attitude change, which is in the 
denominator of the y-axis. Reducing this value will increase the total value of 
the y-axis, driving the data point vertically and maybe from level one to level 
two. Notice that the requirements are not direction-specific and that there is no 
requirement to begin at a level attitude. Therefore, for the larger amplitude 
attitude changes, the aircraft could be positioned with some measure of 
opposite attitude prior to executing the maneuver, but experience has shown 
that this is easier said than done. 
 
d. You will do this maneuver in the simulator only. Do not go out and practice 
this maneuver on our TPS aircraft. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Suitable altitude to allow for descent of aircraft at initial input.  Stabilized, 
unaccelerated flight at trim for 15 seconds prior to recording data. 
 




c. Off axis controls fixed. 
 
d. Constant collective, pedals and constant off-axis cyclic. 
 
e. A number of maneuvers are conducted in order to obtain a variety of attitude 
changes 
 
3. Safety. Start with sufficient altitude. Since the aircraft may reach some unusual 
attitudes, it is important to have sufficient ground clearance. However, you want 
good ground references so that you perform the maneuver at a hover. 35 feet or so 
should be optimal. An unusual attitude practice should be completed prior to the 
start of the test. Have predefined recovery limits so that if the aircraft attitude is 
more responsive than anticipated, attitude limits are not exceeded. Build up the 
amplitude of the input, starting with attempts to effect a 5 degree (pitch) or 10 
degree (roll) attitude change and increasing in 5 or 10 degree increments from there. 
You may have input-amplitude limitations imposed on the aircraft test, i.e. 2 inches, 
the way we do for control response. ADS-33D does not specify the amplitude of the 
control inputs, and therefore does not limit them. Here, we won't limit them either 
because you will only do them in the simulator. Please do not go out and practice 
these in the TH-6 during your FQ practice flights.  
 
4. Analysis of Data 
 
a. Peak angular rates and attitude changes are measured from time histories of 
aircraft body rates. The data are plotted as points on the charts presented in 
Figure 3(3.3), ADS-33D.  qpk/∆θpk is plotted as a function of pitch attitude 
change, ∆θmin , and ppk/∆Φpk plotted against roll attitude change, ∆Φmin. 
 
b. Notice that the maximum pitch (roll) rate is divided by the peak attitude 
change for the y-axis values. The x-axis is the minimum attitude change.  An 
example of how to determine minimum and peak attitude changes is given in 
Figure 3(3.3) in ADS-33D. Notice also that there are different requirements for 
target acquisition and for all other MTEs. 
 
5. Conclusions. Is the agility of the aircraft sufficient for the mission? Is the aircraft 
predictable in its response to increasingly larger control inputs? 
 
VII. LARGE-AMPLITUDE PITCH (ROLL) ATTITUDE CHANGES 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. Whereas attitude quickness measured the agility of an aircraft, large-
amplitude attitude changes checks for minimum achievable rates in the pitch, 
roll and yaw axes. It is intended as a measure of control power.  ADS-33D 
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specifies that an aircraft must be able to achieve certain rates depending on the 
MTEs that it is required to perform. Table 1(3.3) specifies those rates. We will 
examine pitch, roll and yaw rates in conjunction with control response testing. 
Although ADS-33D does not specify limits on the amplitude of the control 
inputs, here at the school we will impose a 2 inch cyclic limit and a 1/2 inch 
pedal limit. 
 
b. Step inputs are made into the desired axis holding all other axes fixed.  A 
time history is recorded. However, since standard build-up procedures will be 
used, it will not be necessary to record the smaller amplitude inputs. 
 
c. The technique is essentially the same as in forward flight. Longitudinal, 
lateral, and directional control response will be done on the demonstration 
flight. This evaluation will be done for data in conjunction with your control 
response testing on the first flight. You will record whatever the largest 
amplitude cyclic input that you feel is safe, up to the limit of 2 inches. 
 
d. Voice procedures are as follows: "Data on (pause). Standby for a 
(displacement magnitude), (direction of input), (control) input on three. "One 
thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three (make step input), one 
thousand four (note attitude), one thousand five (note attitude)... " Continue 
counting until reaching a predetermined recovery limit or you are 
uncomfortable with the rate. Recover. At recovery, note the attitude and time it 
took to get there. This will give you a rough cut on the rate and will be useful 
for control response testing of an uninstrumented DT-II aircraft. 
 
e. Longitudinal and lateral are evaluated above H-V altitudes with a minimum 
of 500 ft for unusual recoveries. 
 
f. Directional is evaluated at low altitude (20 ft). 
 
g. Utilize control reversals if required. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Stabilized, unaccelerated flight at trim for 15 seconds prior to recording data. 
 
b. All control forces trimmed to zero. 
 
c. Off axis controls fixed. 
 







a. Perform at a height above H-V avoid area with a minimum height for 
unusual attitude recovery. Have a pre-planned landing area somewhere ahead 
of the aircraft in case of an emergency. 
 
b. Input size must follow a logical build up, usually starting at 1/4 inch. 
 
c. Double check input size and that the fixture is positioned on the correct side 
of the control. 
 
d. Unusual attitude recover limit must be briefed. 
 
c. Practice unusual attitude recoveries using a build up technique. 
 
4. Analysis of Data 
 
a. A time history of a step input and the body rate should be presented.  
Annotate the point of the input, and the rate achieved. 
 
b. Are the rates achieved sufficient for the mission? Are there significant delays 
in the start of the response? Are there significant overshoots before the aircraft 
achieves a steady state rate? Was the response predictable? 
 
5. Conclusions. Are the large amplitude attitude rates sufficient for the mission? 
 
VIII. MID-TERM RESPONSE TO CONTROL INPUTS 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. This test is similar to the FTM 107 test of long-term dynamic stability.  
However, ADS-33D breaks it down into two categories: divided attention 
operations and fully attended operations. Figure 2(3.3) in ADS-33D gives the 
limits allowed on pitch and roll oscillations. Notice that the aircraft may 
diverge and still be level 1, if the period is long enough. Of course, this only 
applies to fully attended operations. The rationale behind this requirement is 
that the pilot should be able to be distracted momentarily and not have the 
aircraft immediately enter into a divergent oscillation and an unusual attitude. 
 
b. Begin by establishing a hover out of ground effect. We tend to do this at 500 
feet AGL so that we are out of the H-V avoid area of the aircraft. 
 
c. Initially investigate response to natural excitations/ disturbances. Fix controls 




d. If response cannot be excited naturally, an artificial excitation may be used 
by disturbing the aircraft attitude in one axis. ADS-33D specifies a pulse input 
at a frequency below the bandwidth frequency obtained in the frequency sweep 
testing, m a sense, this is how we have always done it, in that we move the 
aircraft to a slightly different attitude and then slowly return the stick to the 
trim position. This is just a pulse input at a very low frequency. This is how we 
will continue to perform the test. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Stabilized, unaccelerated flight 15 seconds prior to recording data. 
 
b. All control forces trimmed to zero. 
 
c. Collective fixed. 
 
d. Do not retrim. 
 
e. Record a minimum of 2 complete cycles (if oscillatory) or until a recovery 




a. Altitude should be above the H-V diagram, typically 500 ft. AGL. In a multi-
engine aircraft, charts should be consulted to determine the minimum altitude 
for a safe single-engine fly-away. 
 
b. Perform practice unusual attitude recoveries prior to dynamic testing. 
 
c. Be alert for power settling and engine failure. 
 
4. Analysis of Data 
 
a. Plot required - Representative time history of the long-term response 
(coupled or uncoupled) supporting the conclusion you are trying to make. 
 
b. Annotate the trace and determine period and damping ratio. Plot the aircraft's 
response against Figure 2(3.3) from ADS-33D 
 
c. How easy was the long term to excite and how difficult was it to suppress? 
 
5. Conclusions. Are the dynamic stability characteristics satisfactory for the mission 






1. Test Technique 
 
a. Cross-coupling between axes varies from aircraft to aircraft. Certain rotor 
systems, particularly hingeless systems, tend to have high levels of cross-
coupling. Cross-coupling can have adverse affects on pilot opinion of handling 
qualities, especially on aggressive maneuvering tasks. ADS-33 dictates that an 
aircraft can have a maximum amount of off-axis response. 
 
b. If the aircraft is required to perform aggressive MTE's, ADS-33 allows a 
maximum ratio of 0.25 of off-axis to on-axis response for pitch-to-roll and roll-
to-pitch. Different requirements are specified for yaw due to collective. For less 
aggressive maneuvers, it simply states that cross-coupling should not be 
objectionable. 
 
c. Cross-coupling is measured by making an input in the desired axis and 
holding the other axes fixed. The peak attitude change of the off-axis response 
within four seconds is compared to the on-axis response at four seconds. A step 
input is used to initiate the on-axis response.  Consideration must be given to 
the amplitude of the input in order not to exceed limits while holding the input 
for four seconds. 
 
d. For the TH-6, a ½ - inch step input can be held for four seconds. (Any larger 
and you will reach attitude limits prior to reaching four seconds.)  You will 
record the ½ - inch step input during the control response portion of your first 
aircraft flight. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Stabilized hover prior to input 
 
b. Step input in desired axis held for a minimum of 4 seconds 
 




a. Begin maneuver at an altitude high enough to allow achieving relatively 
large attitude changes and a safe recovery from those attitudes. 
 
b. Build up from small step inputs, i.e. ¼ - inch up to the largest input that can 




4. Analysis of Data. A time history of the two axes of interest will show the results 
of the evaluation. Label the start of the input, the four-second point, and show the 
ratio. If the cross-coupling is objectionable, the plots will support pilot opinion. 
However, the ratio is merely a specification and should not be used to form pilot 
opinion. 
 
5. Conclusions. Is the cross-coupling objectionable? Does it affect the ability of the 
pilot to do the mission? Does it affect safety? 
 
X. MISSION TASKS 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. Perform relevant mission tasks to identify possible problem areas in the low 
airspeed regime. 
 




(2) Bob up, bob down 
 
(3) Hovering turn 
 








c. Perform the mission tasks in accordance with the task descriptions in chapter 
4 of ADS-33D. For some of the tasks, the parameters have been modified to 
reduce the aggression slightly, because our course is smaller real estate-wise 
than would be ideal. The task should be practiced a couple times prior to 
executing it for data. Perform the task three times for data, observing your 
ability to achieve desired and adequate tolerances. Assign HQR's and 
qualitative comments as required. Provide your data to the other members of 
your group. 
 
d. Utilize ADS-33D chapter 3 test techniques to determine and quantify the 




2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Review ADS-33D to ensure understanding of how the task is performed and 
the desired/adequate tolerances required. 
 
b. Fly the task attempting to achieve desired performance. 
 
c. Use the Handling Qualities Rating Scale and pilot comments to ensure 
essential data are recorded, i.e. deficient characteristics, compensation required, 




a. If the task requires maneuvering, use the build up technique to avoid 
exceeding aircraft or personal limits. 
 
b. If open loop techniques are used to identify aircraft characteristics, brief 
recovery limits and practice unusual attitude recoveries as appropriate. 
 
4. Analysis of Data 
 
a. Plot a summary of HQRs given by you and your teammates to each task. A 
single plot with HQRs 1 - 10 on the y-axis and each task listed on the x-axis 
will suffice. Include a data point for the average HQR assigned and range bars 
for the extent of variation. 
 
b. Utilize qualitative data obtained during mission tasks to support mission 




a. Mission tasks are typically evaluated as a source of qualitative data for 
aircraft characteristic paragraphs in the R & E section of the normal report. 
 
b. If a mission task reveals a problem area which cannot be attributed to a 
specific handling quality deficiency (i.e. bandwidth, large-amplitude attitude 
changes, etc.) by test techniques, then a paragraph documenting that mission 
task showing a problem area should be written. 
 
XI. STATIC STABILITY 
 




a. Speed stability (Mu) is defined as the restoring (if positive) longitudinal 
moment produced as a function of varied longitudinal velocity. 
 
b. Longitudinal control sensitivity (Mδlong) defined as the moment generated by 
a unit longitudinal cyclic displacement. 
 
c. The ratio of pitching moment per unit of control displacement (Mδlong) to 
pitching moment generated as a function of longitudinal velocity (Mu) dictates 
the amount of control displacement required to sustain the increase in velocity, 
i.e.: Mu/Mδlong = gradient of longitudinal static stability. Similar thinking 
applies to lateral - directional static stability where Lδlat, Lv and Nδped, Ny are the 
appropriate derivatives in the lateral and directional axes. 
 
d. Test conducted by establishing trim condition in a hover. Without adjusting 
collective, incrementally increase airspeed ±10 kts in one axis (longitudinal 
then lateral). Note: Trimmed hover condition does not have to be a zero knot 
wind hover. 
 
e. As with forward flight static stability the points closest to trim are the most 
important. Note: the point where control force and/or control displacement 
becomes apparent to the pilot. 
 
f. Use Doppler, LORAS, OADS or calibrated eyeball (if all you have) to 
determine incremental speeds. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Stabilized, unaccelerated flight for 15 seconds prior to recording data. 
 
b. Constant collective for all data points with minimum cyclic and pedal 
movements, do not retrim. 
 
c. Record 10 seconds of data if using a recorder. 
 
d. Heading +/- 2 degrees for all data points. 
 
3. Safety. Trim at a high enough IGE hover to avoid ground impact. 
 








(2) Static stability in left/right winds. 
 
b. Clearly indicate the trim point. 
 
c. Plot longitudinal, lateral, and directional control positions and attitudes, as 
appropriate, against true airspeed. 
 
d. Header information remains the same as with TFCP's (collective position is 
indicated as constant). 
 
e. Remember, mission tasks will determine whether the static stability 
characteristics of the aircraft are satisfactory. 
 
f. Consider the desirability of positive static stability for the mission. For 
example, if airspeed control in low speed flight is required, then positive statics 
may be desirable. However, if hover is to be ground referenced, neutral statics 
may be desirable to reduce pilot workload in gusts.  
 
g. Finally, do not waste time on documenting satisfactory statics. The technique 
is difficult to perform and repeatability is questionable. Your mission tasks 
should tell you if you have a problem or not. 
 
5. Conclusions. Are the longitudinal and lateral - directional static stability 
characteristics of the aircraft suitable for the mission? 
 
XII. DYNAMIC STABILITY 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. Dynamic stability at low airspeed is evaluated much the same as in forward 
flight. 
 
b. Establish hover out of ground effect. 
 
c. Initially investigate response to natural excitations/ disturbances. Fix controls 
and record response on PCM and data cards. 
 
d. If response cannot be excited naturally, an artificial excitation may be used 
by disturbing the aircraft attitude in one axis. 
 
e. If response is divergent in yaw, investigate uncoupled pitch and roll response 
by flying the pedals to maintain heading. This technique may not be 
appropriate in all aircraft, understanding the flight control mechanical 




f. Uncoupled response may also be of interest. Observed by fixing the control 
in the axis of interest while flying the controls as required in the other axes. 
 
g. Power remains fixed throughout the test. 
 
h. Consider stick free testing. Particularly valid for single pilot operations.  
Stick mass versus breakout plus friction is the consideration. Also could be a 
problem for an aircraft without a trim system. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 
a. Stabilized, unaccelerated flight 15 seconds prior to recording data. 
 
b. All control forces trimmed to zero. 
 
c. Collective fixed. 
 
e. Do not retrim. 
 
e. Record a minimum of 2 complete cycles (if oscillatory) or until a recovery 
limit is reached. 
 
3. Safety 
a. Altitude should be above the H-V diagram, typically 500 ft. AGL. 
 
b. Perform practice simulated single engine failures to ensure safe recovery can 
be performed. 
 
c. Perform practice unusual attitude recoveries prior to dynamic testing. 
 
d. Be alert for power settling and engine failure. 
 
4. Analysis of Data 
 
a. Plot required - Representative long-term response (coupled or uncoupled) 
supporting the conclusion you are trying to make. 
 
b. Annotate the trace as presented in longitudinal flying qualities. 
 
c. How easy was the long term to excite and how difficult was it to suppress? 






a. Are the dynamic stability characteristics satisfactory for the mission that you 
are testing against? 
 
XIII. CONTROL RESPONSE 
 
1. Test Technique 
 
a. Technique essentially the same as in forward flight. Longitudinal, lateral, 
directional and collective control response will be done on the demonstration 
flight. 
 
b. Voice procedures are as follows: "Data on (pause). Standby for a 
(displacement magnitude), (direction of input), (control) input on three.  "One 
thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three (make step input), one 
thousand four (note attitude), one thousand five (note attitude)... " Continue 
counting until reaching a predetermined recovery limit or you are 
uncomfortable with the rate. “Recover. Recovery complete, data off”. 
 
c. Longitudinal, lateral, and down collective evaluated above H-V altitudes 
with a minimum of 500 ft for unusual recoveries. 
 
d. Directional and up collective evaluated at low altitude (20-40 ft). 
 






(2) Initial acceleration (sensitivity) 
 
(3) Steady state rates 
 




g. Be alert for power settling, overtorque, and engine failure. 
 
2. Test Requirements 
 




b. All control forces trimmed to zero. 
 
c. Off axis controls fixed. 
 





a. Height above H-V avoid area with a minimum height for unusual attitude 
recovery. 
 
b. Input size must follow a logical build up, usually starting at 1/4 inch. 
 
c. Double check input size and that the fixture is positioned on the correct side 
of the control. 
 
d. Unusual attitude recover limit must be briefed. 
 
c. Practice unusual attitude recoveries using a build up technique. 
 




(1) Representative 1 inch control response trace in each axis. 
 
(2) Summary plots of response for each axes. 
 
b. Annotate representative traces as presented in longitudinal flying qualities. 
 
c. A summary Table is also helpful especially when only qualitative data is 
recorded, as is the case for your data flight. 
 
d. Were the rates predictable/adequate? Was coupling a problem. Could you 
perform tasks required by the mission within desired/ adequate tolerances, i.e. 




a. Were the control response characteristics in the axes evaluated satisfactory 
for the mission? 
 




1. TFCP and STATIC STABILITY 
 
a. For TFCP, if you have a steady wind, you can get whatever axes you need by 
simply hovering over a given spot and turning the nose of the aircraft to the 
desired relative azimuths ('Turns about a point' in the FTM). For static stability, 
observe rotor wash on grass, water, dirt, etc. Center rotor wash around 
helicopter for zero knot trim point. You will be drifting downwind at wind 
velocity. Vary relative position of the rotor wash to obtain various relative 
winds. This technique is typically good up to approximately 10 kts of relative 
wind. 
 
b. Utilize the aircraft's installed Doppler or inertial navigation system to obtain 
ground speed then correct for the ambient wind. 
 
c. Simply estimate ground speed and correct for any ambient wind. 
 
d. For static stability tests, hover into the relative wind and use that point as 
your trim. Vary airspeed around that trim point to obtain static stability data. Be 
sure the trim point is plotted at the ambient wind (i.e. 10 kts) vice 0 kts. 
 
2. CONTROL RESPONSE and DYNAMIC STABILITY 
 
a. Utilize hand held stopwatch. 
 
b. Time attitude changes off the attitude gyro, talking onto your tape. 
 




Applicable Paragraphs for ADS-33D Low Airspeed Exercise 
 
Paragraph  Title    Flight Test Maneuver 
 
3.1.1  Multi-crew rotorcraft  All maneuvers will be performed from pilots 
station 
 
3.1.10  Pilot-induced oscillations All maneuvers will be evaluated for 
potential PIO 






3.2.2.1  Determination of UCE Each eval will begin with a determination of 
UCE 
 
3.2.5  Character of rate response Evaluated during frequency sweep 
 
3.3.1  Equilibrium characteristics Evaluated during TFCP - low airspeed 
 
3.3.2.1  Short-term response to Frequency sweep 
control inputs 
 
3.3.2.2.2 Mid-term response to  5 - 10 deg attitude change 
control inputs-   return to trim slowly 
Divided attention operations 
 
3.3.3  Moderate-amplitude pitch Rapid attitude changes with no 
(roll) attitude changes  control reversal 
(attitude quickness) 
 
3.3.4  Large-amplitude pitch Step inputs up to 2 inches 
(roll) attitude changes 
 
3.3.8  Large-amplitude   Step inputs up to 1/4 inch 
heading changes 
 
3.3.9  Interaxis coupling  Step inputs of 1/2 inch 
 





3.3.10.4 Rotor RPM governing Evaluated during all maneuvers 
 
3.6  Controller characteristics 
 
3.6.1.1  Centering and breakout Mechanical characteristics evaluation 
forces 
 
3.6.3  Sensitivity and gradients Evaluated during all maneuvers 
 
3.6.4  Cockpit control free play Mechanical characteristics evaluation 
 




3.6.6  Dynamic coupling  Mechanical characteristics evaluation 
 
4.1.1  Hover    Per ADS description 
 
4.1.2  Hovering Turn  Per ADS description 
 
4.1.4  Pirouette   Per ADS description 
 
4.1.5  Slope landing   Per ADS description 
 
4.2.2  Bob-up and bob-down Per ADS description 
 
4.2.4  Accel-Decel   Per ADS description 
 






LOW AIRSPEED FLYING QUALITIES DEMO & EXERCISE BRIEF 
 
I.  PURPOSE 
 
 The purpose of this exercise is to evaluate the low airspeed flying qualities of the 
TH-6B helicopter for the STOH mission. 
 
II.  OBJECTIVES 
 
 Low speed testing requires a thorough knowledge and understanding of basic flight test 
methods and techniques as well as proficiency in specific procedures, precautions and 
techniques used in the low airspeed flight regime.  Test pilots under instruction should 
focus upon the following during this exercise. 
 
 A.  Basic 
 
  1.  Proficiency with FTM 107 and ADS-33D low airspeed test techniques. 
 
  2.  Continuing to develop the ability to observe and accurately report aircraft 
characteristics. 
 
  3.  Developing an appreciation for coupled aircraft response. 
 
  4.  The importance of thorough planning and safety awareness during critical 
phases of flight testing. 
 
  5.  Further developing an appreciation for control margins. 
 
 B.  Advanced 
 
  1.  Improving knowledge of the aerodynamic interaction between the main rotor, 
tail rotor and fuselage during low speed flight. 
 
  2.  Cultivating the ability to estimate an aircraft's handling qualities prior to flight. 
 
  3.  Distinguishing between engineering test techniques and mission tasks and the 
proper use of both in characterizing aircraft handling qualities. 
 
  4.  Understanding the test techniques outlined in ADS-33D. 
 




 A.  USNTPS-FTM-No. 107, Rotary Wing Stability and Control, 31 DEC 95. 
 
  1.  Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
  2.  Chapter 2 - Pilot Flying Qualities Evaluations 
 
  3.  Chapter 3 - Open Loop Testing 
 
  4.  Chapter 5 - Flight Control System Characteristics 
 
  5.  Chapter 8 - Hover and Low Airspeed Stability and Control and Flying Qualities 
 
B.  Aeronautical Design Standard, Handling Qualities Requirements for Military 
Rotorcraft, ADS-33D, July 1994. 
 
3.1.1    Multi-crew rotorcraft 
3.1.10    Pilot-induced oscillations  
3.1.11    Residual oscillations   
3.2.2.1    Determination of UCE  
3.2.5    Character of rate response  
3.3.1    Equilibrium characteristics  
3.3.2.1    Short-term response to control inputs 
3.3.2.2.2 Mid-term response to control inputs-Divided attention operations 
3.3.3    Moderate-amplitude pitch (roll) attitude changes (attitude quickness) 
3.3.4    Large-amplitude pitch (roll) attitude changes   
3.3.8    Large-amplitude heading changes 
3.3.9    Interaxis coupling 
3.3.9.2    Pitch-to-roll and roll-to-pitch coupling during aggressive maneuvering 
3.3.10.4  Rotor RPM governing   
3.6     Controller characteristics 
3.6.1.1    Centering and breakout forces 
3.6.3    Sensitivity and gradients  
3.6.4    Cockpit control free play  
3.6.5    Control harmony   
3.6.6    Dynamic coupling   
4.1.1    Hover 
4.1.2    Hovering Turn 
4.1.4    Pirouette 
4.1.5    Slope landing 
4.2.2    Bob-up and bob-down 
4.2.4    Accel-Decel 





 C.  NASA TN-D-5153 The Use of Pilot Rating in the Evaluation of Aircraft Handling 
Qualities, April 1969. 
 
D.  “The Write Stuff”. 
 
E.  Technical Report ASNF TN 68-3, A Graphical Summary of Helicopter Flying and 
Ground Handling Qualities of MIL-H-8501A, 15 September 1986. 
 
F.  TH-6B Operator's Manual 
 
 G.  Classroom Notes, Low Airspeed Flying Qualities 
 
H.  FTEGINST 3960.1, Preparation, Review, and Implementation of Project Test Plans, 
14 JUL 1992. 
 
IV.  FLIGHT PLANNING 
 
 A.  Preparation 
 
  1.  Study references 
 
  2.  Review flight control system of test aircraft. 
 
  3.  Review engine, airframe and special TPS limitations. 
 
4.  Review instrumentation of test aircraft to include; instrumentation layout, PCM 
procedures and pace truck procedures. 
 
  5.  Prepare a team test plan.   
  
6.  Conduct a thorough brief with the flight crew and pace truck crew.  Emphasize 
pace truck procedures, crew coordination, test techniques, data acquisition, use of 
the control fixtures, applicable limitations and relevant emergency procedures. 
 
 B.  Special Equipment Required 
 
  1.  Pace vehicle 
 
  2.  Control fixture (cyclic and pedal) 
 
  3.  Standard TPS data tools (watch, data cards, voice recorder) 
 




 A.  Scope 
 
  One 1.0 simulator flight per student. 
 
  One 2.0-hour demonstration/evaluation flight per student.   
 
  One 1.5-hour data flight per student. 
 
  Plan on having the pace truck available for one hour of the 2.0 hour flight.  The 
morning flight schedule will have two low airspeed flights per morning when possible.  
This allows one student to fly on the pace truck while the other student is in the 
grass/slope area doing other tasks.  At the one-hour point, they switch.  Sometimes, this 
can cause a violation of the most desired build-up progression.  TPS will allow this 
because of the well-documented characteristics of the TH-6B and to facilitate scheduling.  
This schedule should not be used as a model for a flight test program. However, you 
should try to see some of the more interesting points even if the division of labor in your 
team doesn’t have you doing those points. Those would be the most likely critical 
azimuth points and the ones most difficult to fly. 
 
B.  Tests and Test Conditions 
 
  1.  Tests 
 
   a.  Mission Task Elements from Chapter 4 of ADS-33D should be performed 
to find deficiencies. You will choose four MTEs that best evaluate the 
aircraft for your mission. The seven possibilities are listed above (paragraph 
III-B). Qualitative Evaluation test techniques should be used to document 
deficiencies. Change the following parameters for your ADS-33D chapter 4 
tasks: 
 
Bob-up and bob-down: 
 




   Initiate translation with a bank angle of 25 deg 
 
   Reach a steady sideward airspeed 
 










   3 secs to 20 psi desired, 5 secs to 30 psi adequate 
  
   b.  Trimmed Level Flight Control Positions (critical azimuth). 
 
       (1) Airspeeds: 0, 10, 20, 30 KTAS  
 
       (2) Relative azimuths - 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315° 
 
   c.  Static Stability (will be demonstrated only – do not include in test plan) 
 
       (1) Longitudinal and lateral/directional  
 
       (2) Trim airspeed - 0 KTAS or ambient winds. 
 
       (3) Airspeeds + 2, 5, 10 kts 
 
   d.  Dynamic Stability (will be demonstrated only – don’t include in test plan) 
 
       (1) Coupled (primary focus) and uncoupled dynamic responses 
 
       (2) Trim airspeed - 0 KTAS or ambient winds 
 
       (3) Long term longitudinal and gust responses 
 
   e.  Control Response (will be demonstrated only – don’t include in test plan) 
 
(1) Longitudinal, lateral, directional, and collective control response 
will be demonstrated. 
 
(2)  Trim airspeed - 0 kts ground speed 
 
   f.  Frequency Sweep 
 
    (1)  Will be done in the TPS simulator 
 
     
(2)  Will do longitudinal and lateral cyclic frequency sweeps ranging 
from about 0.08 Hz to 2.0 Hz. 
 




    (1)  Will be done in the TPS simulator 
 
    (2)  Will do attitude changes in longitudinal and lateral axes only. 
 
    (3)   Max attitude change – 30 deg pitch, 60 deg roll. 
 
   h.  Mid-term response to control inputs 
 
    (1)  Will be done in conjunction with long-term dynamic stability. 
 
    (2)  Use mag tape for data 
 
    (3)  Excitation the same as long-term dynamic. Look at coupled response 
    only. 
 
   i.  Coupling 
 
(1)  Will be done in conjunction with Control Response testing. Evaluate 
the pitch-to-roll and the roll-to-pitch coupling of the aircraft. Inputs must 
be held for four seconds. If the attitude changes are too great in four 
seconds, reduce the amplitude of the input 
 
(2) You will record the ½ inch input and reduce the data from the tape. 
 
   j.  Large-amplitude attitude changes 
 
    (1)  Will do pitch, roll and yaw 
 
(2)  Done in conjunction with control response testing. Record the 
largest-amplitude input that you perform (i.e. 2 inches longitudinal 
cyclic, or if you stop before 2 inches, whatever you stop at). 
 
  2.  Test Conditions 
 
   a.  Main rotor speed: 103-104% 
 
b.  Winds: less than 10 knots desired for engineering flight test techniques 
flight, but light to moderate winds are desirable for MTE flight. 
 
   c.  Crew of two 
 




    1.  All normal limitations of Operator's Manual 
 
    2.  Maximum pitch attitude: +30o  
 
    3.  Maximum roll attitude: +60°   
 
4.  Maximum cyclic step input for control response test:  2 in. (less if you 
approach a limit earlier) 
 
       5.  Maximum collective step input:  1 in. (careful with UP steps!) 
 
    6.  Maximum pedal step input:   1/2 in. 
 
    7.  Maximum step increment:  1/4 in.  
 
8.  Minimum normal acceleration: .5 "g" 
 
   9.  Maximum normal acceleration: 2.0 "g" 
 
           10.  Maximum frequency: 2.0 Hz (simulator) 
             
 D.  Test Loading 
 
   Full fuel, no ballast. 
 
 E.  Test Configuration 
 
  1.  No external loads. 
 
  2.  Doors as desired 
 
 F.  Test Standards 
 
 Requirements of reference B apply. However, they may be different for different 
missions. Pay close attention here. If you choose to do MTE’s that are listed as 
aggressive maneuvers in Table 1(3.3) in ADS-33D, then you must meet those 
requirements for large-amplitude attitude changes. Also, if choose any aggressive 
maneuvers, you must meet the various standards that apply to that, such as coupling 
(para. 3.3.9.2). 
 
VI.  METHOD OF TEST 
 




  Refer to references A and B. Each team will consist of three or four members. Each 
team has been assigned a specific mission to evaluate the aircraft for. The team test plan 
should specify the four ADS-33D Chapter 4 maneuvers that will be performed for the 
evaluation. Each team member will perform the same maneuvers and you will share your 
HQR data for the reports.  
 
 B.  Instrumentation and Data Processing 
 
  1.  Instrumentation 
 
a. An aircraft with PCM and cockpit control position indicators is required. 
 
b.  Hand held instrumentation will consist of a stop watch, collective control 
fixture and pedal control fixture. 
 
c.  A pace vehicle with sensitive anemometer (airspeed and azimuth) and 
UHF radio (FREQ 340.2) is required. 
 
  2.  Data Processing 
 
a.  PCM data will be processed for mid-term response to control inputs, 
large-amplitude attitude changes, and control coupling. Trim flight control 
positions should use only hand held data.  If, during TFCP/Critical Azimuth 
testing, you find an interesting characteristic, make a recording and present a 
time history of the point.  
 
   b.  Hand held data will be manually reduced. 
 
 C.  Support Requirements 
 
  1.  A pace vehicle is required for trimmed control positions. 
 
2.  All testing will be performed at Patuxent River NAS.  Use the grass area and 
RWY 2/20 or the “off duty” runway. The ADS-33 course will be set-up at the 
tethered hover pad and between the 6 and 12 degree slopes. 
 
VII.  SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
 
 A.  Safety 
 
1.  Ensure that the air and ground crews are properly briefed on all aspects of the 
flight especially data recording and pace vehicle procedures. 
 




  3.  Use proper build-up techniques. 
 
  4.  Know all aircraft and test limitations. 
 
5.  Review procedures for recovery from unusual attitudes and from vortex ring 
state (power settling). 
 
  6.  Be alert for torque limits during collective and pedal step inputs and recovery. 
 
 B.  Weather 
 
  1.  VFR desired, 600 – 1 adequate. 
 
2.  Surface Wind - 10 kt maximum is desirable for engineering flight, light to 
moderate winds are desirable for the MTE flight. 
 
VIII.  STRUCTURES 
 
 Operate within the limitations contained in the exercise brief.  Limit rates early during 
recoveries.  Don't run into the ground.  You should have no problems with aircraft 
structures. 
                        
IX.  MANAGEMENT 
 
 A.  Schedule 
 
  1.  Team test plan due to exercise monitor COB (1630), DATE.  Data cards need 
not be turned in with test plan. You are responsible for having data cards on the day of 
your demonstration and team data flight.  (Hint: If it is in your T&TC Table, you need a 
data card) 
 
  2.  Team assignments are as follows:             
 
   Shipboard Operations:  Team A 
 
   Reconnaissance:  Team B 
 
   Light Attack:  Team C 
  
  3.  Fly exercise after test plan is approved. 
 




1.  An individual Daily is due 7 calendar days after the last team flight.  Make the 
plot’s header data from your team flight.  Use the data from all three flights to 
write the report. The same rules for Long-Stab and Lat-Dir apply (do your own 
work, including plots, but discuss the flight freely with your team members). 
  
2.  Guidance for the data plot format is provided as an enclosure.  Here are the 
requirements for the report: 
 
a.  Front Cover 
 
b.  Mission Suitability paragraph on your assigned mission. 
 
c.   Four (4) Aircraft Characteristics paragraphs. These aircraft characteristics will 
come form your astute observations made during the critical azimuth testing and the 
mission task element flight. 
 
  d.  At least the following Supporting data paragraphs and associated plots: 
 
Trim Flight Control Positions at three speeds and hover. one plot: forward – 
rearward or left sideward – right sideward. 
 
   Critical Azimuth  (must have “bulls-eye” HQR & VAR plot, include time  
   history from data point in the critical area, if flying qualities are poor or  
   margins reached) 
 
   Frequency sweep (Longitudinal or lateral – one axis only) 
 
   Attitude quickness (Longitudinal or lateral – one axis only) 
 
   Large-amplitude attitude changes (Longitudinal or lateral – one axis only) 
 
   Mid-term response to control inputs (plotted on fig 3(3.3), ADS-33D) 
 
   Coupling (Time history if necessary) 
 
   Mission tasks HQR summary (Table and paragraph) 
 
e.  A blue back cover for the staff to record glowing congratulations upon. 
 
  3.  REMEMBER - The bottom line of the report is "how does the aircraft fly in the 
low airspeed regime?" and “Can it do the mission in the weather required by the TEMP?” 
 
 




FTM 107 Flight Test Techniques  
(will be used / reported on DT-II) 
ADS-33 Flight Test Techniques 
(will be used/reported on low A/S RTR) 
 















Large-amplitude attitude changes 
(done in conjunction with control 
response here) 
 
Trimmed flight control positions 
 
 
Mid-term response to control inputs 






(done in conjunction with control 
response here) 
 




Mission task elements (per ADS-33D 
chap 4) 
Note: Trimmed flight control positions and critical azimuth will be done / reported on the 
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